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A new design and construction of a remotely controlled vehicle is described which 
features a two-wheeled vehicle moving along the double overhead power line cables to 
detect the position of the compression typed mid-span-joint relative to the aluminium 
sleeve. The mechanical design and construction of an unmanned motor-driven automatic 
measurement vehicle, detection units covered a number of different functional sensors 
and control system including various control methods involved in this project will be 
described and also results obtained from a number of tests will be presented.
Af'Vs# f  , .  v.
CHAPTER I
STRUCTURE OF THE OVERHEAD 
POWER LINE CABLE SYSTEM
1.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this project is to:
Provide a new design for a measurement system for remotely assessing the 
construction of compression type mid-span joint on steel cored aluminium 
conductors; and
Design and construct a remotely controlled automatic measurement vehicle, to move 
along the twin bundled power line cables, to replace the current manual method of 
detection which is considered to be dangerous and not feasible for inaccessible 
joints.
The research, conducted by the University of Wollongong and funded by the Electricity 
Commission of NSW, aims at finding out the correct assembly of otherwise inaccessible 
compression type mid-span joints in the 33kv and 132kv transmission system. This type 
of joint comprises an inner steel sleeve crimped onto the steel core with an outer 
aluminium sleeve crimped over the aluminium conductors and the steel sleeve. The 
aluminium sleeve should be centrally located over the inner steel sleeve to ensure adequate 
aluminium-sleeve to aluminium cable conductance. A relative displacement from this 
ideal spacing leads to reduced aluminium contact area, which, with the ingress of water 
and oxidation effects could cause a failure of the joint under load.
Before going further, it is necessary to present the basic concept of the mechanical 
structure of the power line system and understand the causes which lead to a failure of the 
power line cable in the transmission line system.
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The mechanical structure of the power line cable system, essentially the steel-cored 
aluminium cable and the compression type mid-span joint, will be explained in Section
1.2. The problems encountered by transmission line joints will be discussed in Section
1.3. Finally, the design of an unmanned vehicle will be described in Section 1.4.
1 .2  M ECHANICAL STRUCTURE OF OVERHEAD POW ER LINE 
CABLES SYSTEM
The mechanical structure of the overhead power line cables system is made up of several 
components including steel towers, power line cables, vibration dampers, spacers, 
suspension insulators, and mid-span joints. Each of these components will be described 
in more detail. Also, the steel-cored aluminium cable and compression type mid-span 
joint will also be described as they can be causes of failure of the overhead power line 
cable. Figure 1.2 (a) and (b) show both front and top views of the mechanical structure 
of a transmission line system [1],
MID-SPAN JOINT
(b)
Figure 1.2 Mechanical Structure of Transmission Line System 
(a) Front View (b) Top View
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1.2- 1 Steel Tow ers
The supporting structures of the overhead power line cables can either be wood poles, 
reinforced-concrete poles, or steel towers. However, broad-base lattice-steel towers are 
widely used for high-voltage overhead power lines of 33kv and above, and are almost 
exclusively used above 132kv, This is because the more solid the towers are, the more 
capable they are to withstand severe climatic conditions. The towers have the added 
advantage of being suitable for carrying a heavy single transmission line or multi-cable 
bundles. Also, they can be designed to cater for longer spans, and this reduces the risk 
of supplies being interrupted by insulator failure. At present, the longest span between 
two towers being used in the NSW electricity system is 1355 meters and a maximum
11.5 degrees slope of the power cable line has been needed in some terrain.
1.2- 2 Suspension In su la to rs
Suspension insulators are widely used in the overhead power line cables system. 
However, solid-core insulators are commonly used in the overhead line 33kv and 132kv 
systems. The power line cable is hung below the point of support at the end of a string of 
insulator units, connected to each other by metal links. The surface resistance of these 
insulators is kept high by the provision of a long creepage path of small diameter, open to 
the cleaning action of wind and rain.
Figure 1.2-2 Solid Core Insulator
Figure L2-2 shows a front-view diagram of the solid-core insulator in which the 
conventional sheds have been replaced by a spiral shed, so that a narrow spiral channel is 
formed in which rain water can flow. It is claimed that by this means the insulator can be 
kept clean by natural washing. The metal fittings at the end of each unit, and the ring at 
the line-end of the insulator, act as arcing horns, and also help to improve the voltage 
distribution.
1.2-3 V ibration D am pers
It is well known that when a wind blows across a transmission line, vibration is induced 
in the insulators. If this vibration is allowed to continue undamped, the insulators will 
suffer fatigue damage. A kind of vibration damper called the Templin damper is 
commonly used in recent transmission line systems. Figure 1.2-3 shows a Templin 
damper which operates by absorbing the vibration energy in the insulator and dissipating 
it as heat generated by interstrand friction in the transmission line cables.
Figure 1.2-3 Templin Damper
1.2-4 Spacers
When power line cables are in service in a turbulent wind, they tend to vibrate at relatively 
high frequency with low amplitude. Factors such as this must be taken into account in 
determining the spacing between power line cables. The cables must not come too close 
together so that flashover takes place between them resulting in a serious power line cable
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failure. At present, in the long span power line systems (see Figure 1.2-1), spacers are 
fixed between twin-bundled power line cables at almost every 50 meters length to prevent 
unnecessary power line cable damage.
Figure 1.2-4 Twin-Bundled Cable Spacer 
1.2-5 Steel-Cored Alum inium  Power Line Cables
One of the most important properties of an overhead power line cable material is its high 
tensile strength so that the spans between steel towers can be as long as possible and the 
sag as small as possible, thus reducing the number and height of these towers and 
number of insulators required. There is a kind of power line cable, named steel-cored 
aluminium cable, which is stranded to give increased flexibility during erection and while 
in service. This type of cable has a centre core of galvanised-steel wires to provide tensile 
strength, with one or more layers of aluminium wire outside to ensure the necessary 
conductivity. The first layer has 6 aluminium wires, the second layer 12, the next 18, 
each layer increasing by 6 wires (this assumes the usual case that all the wires are of equal 
diameter). Each layer is twisted in the sense opposite to the layer below (the outside layer 
being always right handed) in order to increase the total mechanical strength of the power 
line cable. At present, steel-cored aluminium cables have been developed to allow longer 
spans than could be employed using copper cables, without increasing the height of the
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supports. The weight of these composite cables is about three-quarters that of the 
equivalent copper cable, and the breaking strength is roughly one and a half times as 
great; the exact value depending on the ratio of aluminium section to steel section. Cables 
of this type have been widely used on high-voltage long-distance lines on account of their 
mechanical strength-to-weight ratio, which render possible the employment of long 
spans.
The standard diameters of power line cables in use on 33kv and 132kv transmission 
system are usually of 3 sizes: 2.6cm, 3.9cm, and 5.2cm. For example, a power line 
cable of 5.2cm diameter has an inner steel core made up of a central steel strand, 
surrounded by a layer of 12 steel strands. Outside there are three layers of aluminium of 
12, 18, 24 strands respectively, all of 0.32cm diameter. Because aluminium has a low 
tensile strength, the steel core provides the necessary mechanical strength. The 
aluminium provides the electrical conductivity while that of the steel is neglected. Figure
1.2-5 shows a diagram of both a cross section and front view of a piece of steel-cored 
aluminium cable.
Figure 1.2-5 Steel-Cored Aluminium Cable 
1.2-6 C om pression M id-Span Joints
The reason for using a compression type mid-span joint to connect two steel-cored 
aluminium cables is because longer spans between two steel towers will involve a 
reduction in the number of supports and insulations, and will also reduce the cost of
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erection. In general, the higher the operating voltage the greater will be the economic 
justification for long spans, owing to the higher relative cost of the insulators. In any 
case, it is obvious that there is one particular span length which gives a minimum overall 
cost, and the way to determine this value is to calculate the total cost of the line per 
kilometre for a number of different span lengths.
In the case of the long-distance transmission system employing the steel tower form of 
construction and steel-cored aluminium cables, spans of between 800 meters and 1500 
meters are in common use, but there is a definite tendency towards the longer spans. One 
reason for this is the greater security obtained by reducing the number of insulators on the 
system. However, limitations of manufacture, transportation, and installation require 
power line cables to be joined in the field when the total length exceeds a certain value. 
Obviously these joints should possess the same integrity as their associated cables [2].
ALUMINIUM SLEEVE STEEL CORE
Figure 1.2-6 Compression Type Mid-Span Joint
The joint in a single-conductor power line cable is the simplest and most easily 
understood. Figpi^T Lf2-6 shows the basic concept. First, the steel sleeve joins together 
the steel cores of two power cable ends. This steel sleeve is then mechanically crimped 
firmly to guarantee that this joint can sustain a maximum tensile strength from both power
8
cables without failure. Also two gaps must be kept between the steel sleeve and 
aluminium wires to discourage current going from the power line cable to the steel sleeve. 
Then, the aluminium sleeve, which should have a low resistivity to reduce the I2R loss 
and the voltage drop, is centrally located over the steel sleeve then crimped firmly at its 
two ends on to the cable to ensure adequate aluminium sleeve to aluminium cable contact.
1 .3  PROBLEM S OF COM PRESSION MID-SPAN JOINTS
See Figure 1.3 (a). Under normal conditions, because of the higher impedance of the 
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Figure 1.3 Compression Type Mid-Span Joint
(a) Normal Condition (b) Abnormal Condition
However, powef liiie<cables and conductors can corrode due to chemical interaction with 
the polluted atmosphere, oxidation or electro-chemical action between two different
9
materials in an electrolyte caused by salt spray or sulphuric acid due to sulphur dioxide in 
the atmosphere.
When the power line cables and conductors have been in service their surface tends to 
become rough due to corrosion and pollution and, in a turbulent wind, they tend to 
vibrate or flutter at a relatively high frequency (10-Hz) with low amplitude. Occasionally, 
conductors dance or gallop at a low frequency (1-Hz) but high amplitude, or possibly, 
due to a coating of ice, jump upwards because of their elasticity. Factors such as these 
may either cause a shifting of the relative position of the aluminium conductor with the 
inner steel sleeve or lead to a reduced contact area between the aluminium conductor and 
power line cables. Should either happen, see Figure 1.3 (b), the current would change its 
route and would flow via the inner steel sleeve which would become overheated and 
detempered and therefore be unable to hold the steel cores of both side of the power line 
cables firmly in place. Thus, a failure of the power line under load would result.
1 .4  OPERATING PROCEDURE
It is desired to replace the present manual method of measuring the relative position of the 
steel sleeve inside the aluminium sleeve with an automatic measurement vehicle. This 
vehicle has two supporting wheels separately located on the top of the main frame and a 
container hung onto the bottom of the main frame (see the vehicle’s structure in Chapter 
II). The wheels will sit on top of the power line cables with the container beneath the 
cables with enough clearance to allow the passage of obstacles. The operational 
procedure would start by mounting the vehicle onto the cables at or near a steel tower 
which has a joint to be tested on one of its spans. The vehicle would then be moved on 
the cables towards the joint under control of an operator on the ground using a remote 
control unit. The movement would be at high speed until an obstacle was encountered, 
when the vehicle would be slowed down to reduce transient loads. When approaching a 
joint, the vehicle wOtild be in slow speed while the leading wheel crossed the joint and
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then stopped with one wheel on each side of the joint. It would then be in position to 
make a measurement pass which would be initiated by the operator.
The forearm would be raised until the hand comes in contact with the aluminium sleeve of 
the joint. The vehicle would automatically move backwards in slow speed until it locates 
the end of the sleeve. Then it would stop and move forwards making measurements of 
length and magnetic field until it reached the other end of the joint. Then it would stop 
and return once again to the initial end of the joint making another set of measurements. 
When it reaches the end of the joint, it would stop and retract the forearm into the 
container. The result of the two measurement sweeps would be calculated and plotted to 
indicate the length of the aluminium sleeve and where the steel sleeve is positioned 
relative to the ends of the aluminium sleeve. The vehicle would then be commanded onto 
another joint or back to the steel tower to be removed from the cable.
1 .5  DESIGN OF SYSTEM
As mentioned earlier, the present checking process is a manual method and it is desirable 
to develop an automated system to improve it. Once the problems of the transmission line 
cables have been defined and translated into task requirements, design can begin. The 
design process is the bringing together of the knowledge of available techniques, insight, 
and skills of analysis to arrive at equipment to satisfy the requirements. The following 
section is intended to show the kinds of skills required and a structure and procedure for 
their interaction. It is necessary to design an automatic measurement vehicle to determine 






1.5- 1 Detection System
A set of sensors is provided for each of the twin conductors. The sensors detect the 
presence of the aluminium sleeve, the presence of the inner steel sleeve and the distance 
moved along the aluminium sleeve. Each set of sensors is carried on a separate 
mechanical hand.
1.5- 2 Unmanned Vehicle
The unmanned vehicle consists of a pair of mechanical arms mounted on a wheeled 
carriage designed to travel along the power lines and a container which provides the 
platform for the mechanical arms and space for the batteries, interfacing control circuits, 
controller and computer.
The mechanical arm consists of a hand, wrist, and arm. The wrist incorporates a fairly 
strong compression spring which allows an up-down motion and maintains the hand in 
contact with the joint during measurement. The arm, which only provides a vertical 
movement, rises up during the measurement period and retracts back into the container 
while the carriage is travelling between joints to allow it to pass over spacers, dampers 
and other obstacles.
A vehicle, which is fairly heavy in weight for stability while moving on the cables and 
easily maintained, has been constructed. It is basically a two wheeled vehicle with the 
wheels widened for a twin conductor power line. The supporting wheels are made of 
aluminium alloy with rubber lining to improve the friction between them and the power 
line cables. In order to obtain accurate and reliable detection results, the vehicle must be 
able to move securely and steadily along the power line cables. To achieve this, the 
diameter of the wheels must be of a reasonable size to negotiate obstacles on the power 
lines. The wheels are narrowed down for use on a single conductor and only one 
mechanical arm is used.
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1.5-3 C ontro l System
A complete control system for the automatic detection vehicle has been designed, 
including a host computer, 8052AH-BASIC microcontroller, interfacing circuits, driving 
motor control unit and remote control unit. Figure 1.5-3 shows a general control system 
block diagram.
The performance of the vehicle is under the control of a microcontroller as is each 
function and task, such as; dual-direction movement on the cables at different speeds, 
braking the driving motor in case of emergency, the up and down motion of the 
mechanical arms and identification of the position of the inner sleeve detected by the 
mechanical hands. Finally, the measurement results are plotted after being calculated by 
the host computer. In order to control the vehicle while operating on the power line 
cable, à communication link which is a digital multi-channel remote control unit between 




Figure 1.5-3 Control System Block Diagram
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1 .6  O RG A N IZA TIO N
The approach to such an automatic measurement vehicle design is becoming more like 
that used in the design a complex robotic system. The purpose of the introduction of the 
structure of the overhead power line cable system has been to aid the understanding of the 
project. The organization of the thesis is as follows.
The mechanical structure design of an unmanned vehicle is described in Chapter II, 
providing a more detailed discussion of mechanical arms, hands, and vehicle carriage. 
Chapter III provides an overall analysis of sensors involved in this project. The two 
important parts of interfacing circuits and microcontroller design are reviewed in Chapters 
IV and V. The strategy of software design, including programming will be presented in 




In the previous chapter, a detailed description of the mechanical structure of the overhead 
power line cable system and the technical requirements of an automatic measurement 
vehicle have been presented. In this chapter, a complete mechanical design of the 
vehicular structure will be presented.
The mechanical design of the vehicle is one of the most difficult parts in this project. 
Many of the mechanical design decisions can have unexpected and far-reaching 
consequences. Poor decisions can result in complete failure of the vehicle.
The mechanical design of the automatic measurement vehicle starts with design of the 
load-carrying parts of the vehicle. A complete vehicular structure consists of a 
combination of a number of different mechanical elements properly designed and 
assembled. The design of the structure amounts to creating a configuration of parts and 
components as well as selecting appropriate shapes, materials used for each part, 
dimensions of these parts and components to comply with the performance specifications. 
A specific feature of the vehicular structure is a high degree of strength to counter static 
(gravity, interaction with environment during operation) and dynamic (inertia, vibratory, 
friction) forces. A clear understanding of the relative importance of these forces and the 
factors which influence the operation of the vehicle is needed. Thus, some mechanical 




In order to design the vehicle, it is necessary to establish a design process. This process 
consists of two stages. The first stage is to identify the problems that exist. Obviously, 
when the vehicle moves on the power line cables in an overhead environment, reliability 
and safety must be considered in each step of its design. Also the maximum (11 degrees 
approximately) slope of the power line cables will increase the difficulty of vehicle 
movement. However, some mechanical methods combined with a good control system 
can be used to overcome this problem.
The second stage is that of analysis. The shape of the vehicle must be designed to be 
suitable for passing over the cable spacers and dampers and the weight of the vehicle 
should be fairly heavy to prevent the vehicle from falling down from the cables due to 
vibration of the cables. Also the mechanical arms must be designed with a structure 
which makes the forearm extend up to the cable or retract back into the carriage without 
being damaged when passing the spacers and dampers.
Once the problems are determined, each part of the mechanical structure can be designed. 
The mechanical arm and carriage designs will be separately described in Sections 2 and 3. 
Finally, assembly of the various components of the vehicle will be presented in Section 4.
2 .2  M ECHANICAL ARM
The mechanical arm must provide the facility to move the hand into contact with the 
aluminium sleeve and to maintain that contact while the hand performs a scan along the 
sleeve to measure the position of the inner steel sleeve. At the end of the scan, the arm 
must move the hand out of the way so that the vehicle can along the cable without damage 
to the hand. To achieve these operating functions, there are many things to take into 
consideration. However, an important consideration for the mechanical arm design is the 
selection of its struCture, which will give a reliable and stable performance, an accurate 
operation of each task, and be as simple as possible. One approach that comes to mind is
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the humanoid arm which consists of upper arm and forearm. Between them there is an 
elbow. Since only vertical movement of the forearm is needed, a complex joint for the 
elbow structure is not necessary. A simple mechanical arm, which only comprises hand, 
wrist, forearm and upper arm, has been designed and constructed. Figure 2.2a shows the 
assembly structure of the mechanical arm. The following section will illustrate this 
design.
Figure 2.2 Assembly Structure o f Mechanical Arm
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The most important feature in this mechanical arm is the hand. It is designed such that the 
hand will be able to:
detect the presence of the aluminium conductors by using a pair of proximity 
sensors;
provide a detection system for the inner steel joint, using linear Hall-effect sensors 
to measure the change of magnetic field;
detect the rotation of rollers fitted to the mechanical hand by a pair of magnets on a 
disc mounted on one roller axle.
To achieve all the results desired from the hand, its component parts and shape should be 
carefully planned.
A number of mechanical elements have been involved in this hand design, such as 
magnetic structure and the guiding rollers. Figures 2.2-la  and b illustrate a complete 
hand unit constructed from both front and side views. A detailed description will be 




Figure 2.2-la Front View of Mechanical Hand
Figure 2.2-lb Side View of Mechanical Hand
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2.2- 1-1 Selection of Magnetic Structure
To achieve accurate measurement results from different sizes of cables, the length and 
width of the mechanical hand must be considered. Aluminium sleeves of three different 
diameters, namely 52mm, 42mm and 36mm, have been commonly used in the power line 
cable system. The U-shaped magnetic structure must have a sufficient gap between its 
two ends to fit around the biggest sleeve. However, too big a gap will create a sensitivity 
problem when measuring the smallest sleeve. By experimentation, a 140mm long and 
80mm wide U-shaped structure is found to be a good choice. Two back-to-back Hall­
effect sensors are fixed in a central position and shielded in a non-ferrous metal cover for 
mechanical protection. Two high quality magnets are chosen to provide high flux density 
and mounted at each end of the frame at a distance of 80mm apart. Thus, a measuring 
unit of a suitably sized U-shaped permanent magnet, combined with the linear Hall-effect 
sensors, is formed.
2.2- 1-2 Guiding Rollers
The most useful non-ferrous metal is aluminium, which is low density compared with 
most metals. The high-strength alloys of aluminium have practically the same strength as 
mild steel. The weight of aluminium is only about one-third of steel. It also has excellent 
resistance to corrosion because of its readiness combine with oxygen, thus forming a 
continuous oxide film on the surface which prevents further penetration beneath this film. 
One main reason for using aluminium as the non-ferrous metal to construct most the 
elements except the U-shaped hand frame is that not only does it have the above- 
mentioned advantages, but also it does not interfere with the magnetic field. Thus, the 
measured results from the linear Hall-effects sensors will not be affected.
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Figures 2.2-l-2a and b (a) Front View of The Roller (b) Side View of The Roller
Considering the advantages of aluminium, a three roller unit, made of aluminium is 
designed to provide a method to "grip" the sleeve. The function of the rollers is to make 
contact with the aluminium sleeve firmly and thus enable the mechanical hand to scan the 
sleeve during the measuring period. In Figure 2.2-1-2a and b, each roller has a diameter 
of 20mm, a length of 40mm and is made of a solid aluminium cylinder. They are 
mounted on roller holders by non-ferrous stainless-steel shafts. These shafts pass 
through the nylon bushes which are mounted on the two ends of the holder. Thus, the 
roller can rotate with small friction. Each roller is lined with 2mm thickness rubber which 
produces a rough surface to increase the friction when it contacts the conductor. Two 
roller holders are bolted on opposite sides of the U-shaped frame and a third roller is 
mounted with its axis at a 90 degree angle to these two, as shown in Figure 2.2-la  and b.
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The wrist mechanism is treated as an integral part of the arm. The wrist provides the 
ability to take up small changes in position while maintaining contact with the aluminium 
sleeve during a measurement. To achieve this, a helical compression spring structure is 
used in the wrist [9].
2.2-2 Wrist Design
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2-2a and b (a) Front View of the Wrist, (b) Cross Section of the Wrist
Figures 2.2-2a and b show the wrist structure from the front and the cross-section views. 
The wrist consists of an upper cover, a bottom support and a neck in contact with a 
helical compression-type spring. The function of the spring in the wrist structure is 
maintained constant contact force when the hand moves over the rough surface of the 
aluminium sleeve.
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The arm only has to provide movement in one direction, namely vertical. For this 
reason, a rectangular structure provides rigidity in all other axes. It is relatively easy to 
control the positioning accuracy of the arm in the working environment. Figure 2.2-3 
shows an upper arm structure which comprises three mild steel plates of 10mm thickness 
and 50mm width. Both top and bottom plates have a length of 130mm and the 
supporting plate has a length of 300mm. These three plates are bolted together to form a 
rectangular frame. To strengthen and stabilize the structure, two 6mm diameter rods are 
fixed between the top and bottom plates. This rectangular upper arm is fixed to the 
container. The forearm consists of a solid shaft which has a length of 400mm and a 
diameter of 20mm. This shaft goes through the top plate and is locked to a movable 
carriage as shown in Figure 2.2-3a. To reduce friction between the shaft and the top 
plate, a brass bush is mounted onto the top plate to isolate the shaft from the top plate.
2.2-3 Upper Arm And Forearm
Figure 2.2-3 Upper Arm Structure
The mechanical forearm shaft works in a bending load condition. The selection of a 
suitable diameter for the shaft can be calculated by using equations [7]. From the results 
of the calculation.^ shaft with a diameter of 20mm should be sufficient for the expected
loads.
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2.2- 4 Vertical Movement
To enable the forearm to move flexibly in a vertical direction, a lead screw mechanism is 
used. Rotation of the lead screw effects the movement of the movable carriage as 
illustrated in Figure 2.2-4a and b. This is due to two factors. Firstly, the hole that the 
lead screw fits through on the movable carriage is threaded to accept the particular thread 
size of the screw so that it acts as a nut and, secondly, the movable carriage is prevented 
from turning by the shaft (forearm) and two rods. Therefore, the movable carriage has 
nowhere to go except in a linear motion taking the forearm up and down. The movable 
carriage must be restricted to travel a maximum distance of 250mm which is the 
requirement of the arm design. This can be accomplished by using digital Hall-effect 
sensors, one of which is fixed on the vertical plate and the others are on the hand. The 
south pole of a magnet facing the sensor on the vertical plate is mounted on the shaft. 
Thus, the downwards movement of the forearm can be stopped when the magnet reaches 
this sensor [8].
To control the forearm in a vertical movement, a chain-drive system is adopted. A roller 
chain drive has some of the advantages of both a belt and a gear. It can be used for large 
or small centre distances and is more compact than a belt drive. It can absorb a relatively 
greater shock load than a gear, and it has a high efficiency. As can be seen from Figure
2.2- 4a, a pair of pulleys are fixed to the motor axle and the lead screw in a horizontal 
alignment near the top plate. The pulley fixed onto the lead screw will be driven by the 
driving pulley on the motor via a roller chain which provides low friction between the 
teeth of the pulleys and chain. To meet the design requirements of the mechanical arm, 
the forearm must be able to travel smoothly a maximum vertical distance of 250mm either 





Figure 2.2-4a and b (a) Arm Mechanical Transmission Method.
(b) Movable Carriage Structure.
2 .3  VEHICLE DESIGN .
A carriage, which should be fairly heavy in weight for stability when it is on the cables, 
easily maintained, and large enough to carry all the system, will be described in the 
following section. Such a carriage consists of four parts: main frame, wheel units, 
motors, gears and a reasonably sized container.
2.3-1 M ain Fram e
The main frame supports all the parts of an automatic measurement vehicle, ensuring their 
proper location with respect to one another, and resisting all the principal forces acting on 
the vehicle. The design of a main frame has a considerable influence on the performance 
and reliability of the structure, vibration stability, and operating accuracy.
Strength and rigidity are the main criteria required by the main frame. Strength is the 
basic criterion to enable the main frame to handle heavy loads, including impact type
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loads. In order to achieve this, material selection of the main frame and joint design must 
be carefully considered.
The choice of the materials for the main frame depends on the strength needs. The main 
frame has to handle the heavy loads to perform in an overhead environment. The material 
of the main frame must have high strength feature. From this point of view, steel is the 
most ideal material to be selected when constructing such a main frame [5].
Figure 2.3-1 (a) The Front View of Main Frame Structure 
(b) The Top View of Main Frame Structure
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The main frame was constructed from low-carbon steel bars with a 3mm wall and a 
square cross section of 50mm x 50mm welded together into the desired shape. A fork­
shaped structure as shown in Figure 2.3-1, was used with the two arms of the fork joined 
together with cross members to provide rigidity. The axles of the wheels also help 
provide rigidity to the structure.
A minimum length between the front and rear wheels of 1720mm is required. This is two 
times the length of the longest aluminium sleeve to be tested, ensuring both wheels move 
on the power line cables without touching the sleeve when the mechanical hand is 
scanning the aluminium sleeve from one end to the other. The minimum width of the 
forks is 600mm to cover the two cables with clearance. To enable the vehicle to pass 
dampers on the cables without hitting the mechanical hand, a height of 350mm measured 
from the bottom bar to the top of the main frame is required.
2.3-2 W heel Unit
Figure 2.3-2a shows the structure of a wheel unit for the vehicle. This wheel unit 
comprises a shaft, a shaft holder and two aluminium positioning flanges.
Figure 2.3-2a Wheel Unit Structure
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The hubs of the wheels are made of aluminium alloy with 70mm diameter and 15mm wall 
thickness. A lining of rubber is deposited on the hubs of the wheels to a thickness of 
25mm in the centre tapering out to 300mm diameter at the flanges as shown in Figure 2.3- 
2a. In order to obtain accurate and reliable results, the vehicle must be able to securely 
and steadily move along the power line cables over spacers and dampers attached to the 
cables. To achieve this, the diameter of the wheels and the space between the two flanges 
must be of reasonable size.
A 740mm long steel shaft passes through the centre of the wheel and the wheel is bolted 
to it. The shaft has a driving gear attached which provides the driving torque for the 
wheel.
2.3-3 Shaft Design
The main loads acting on the shafts are forces due to power transmission and a bending 
moment due to gravitational load. Forces constant in magnitude and direction cause 
constant stresses in a stationary axle and stresses varying in an alternating symmetrical 
cycle in rotating axles and shafts. Constant loads rotating together with the axles and 
shafts, due, for instance, to unbalanced rotating components, cause constant stresses. 
Figure 2.3-3 shows the shaft torsional deflection:
Figure 2.3-3 Shaft Torsional Deflection
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The shafts are employed in the wheel units to handle the heavy vehicle moving on the 
power line cables. To guarantee the safety performance of the vehicle, a detailed 
calculation of the power transmission shaft must be considered [7].
Assume the shaft transmits 0.5Kw at 300rpm and the power transmission gear is 150mm. 
The gear is secured on the shaft with a key in a 10mm deep keyway. The shaft is made of 
case hardened steel. A shaft of diameter of 38mm has been calculated to be able to 
withstand the maximum torsion without being damaged [7].
When the driving wheel units are installed on the main frame of the vehicle, there is 
relative motion between two elements. Thus, a ball bearing system must be placed 
between them. Theoretically, a ball bearing can sustain loads much greater than a 
cylindrical roller bearing of the same size. A ball makes point contact with both inner and 
outer tracks of the bearing, and when a load is applied, deformation of the ball and races 
takes place to the extent necessary to provide sufficient area to support the load.
2.3-4 Drive Method
An important feature of the automatic measurement vehicle is the drive method to be 
chosen. Motor drive is the source of motive power which drives the vehicle to a desired 
position. Most motors have been designed for high speed, low torque applications. 
When low speed, high torque is needed, a speed reducing transmission system, such as 
gears or belts, is employed. A timing belt-drive method has been used to drive the vehicle 
moving on the power cables. A timing belt is similar to a flat belt and other drive belts, 
except that it has teeth moulded into the belt and rides on timing belt pulleys that have 
matching teeth. The reason to choose the timing belt is that it has certain advantages;
1. The timing belt has the capability of transmitting motion at considerable distances.
2. Its operation is smooth and can absorb impact loads on one drive and not transmit to 
the other drived
3. The timing belt can operate without slip.
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Figure 2.3-4 shows a driving motor transmission configuration. A pair of 1: 4 ratio gears 
are separately fixed on both shafts of the wheels and print motor installed on the fork­
shaped main frame to keep two gears in alignment. The distance between the motor and 
wheel shaft is only 250mm. The advantage of a short distance between these two shafts 
is that it can reduce the shaking of the timing belt during the operation.
driving gear
Figure 2.3-4 Driving Motor Transmission Method
//i
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2.3-5 C o n ta in er
The purpose of designing a container is to house all facilities including the PX-4 
computer, 8052AH controller, interfacing units, batteries and two mechanical arms. This 
container should be capable of just fitting all the facilities without any wasted space. 
Figure 2.3-5 depicts a diagram of the container which is made of 4mm thickness 
aluminium alloy with a length of 700mm, width 500mm and height 300mm. It is 
separated into 5 rooms. Two batteries can be stored in two lower rooms. The computer, 
controller and interfacing units are fitted into the two upper rooms. Two mechanical arms 
mount in the middle room. The frames of the two arms mounted between the top and 
bottom decks strengthen the structure of the container to reduce deformation under 
operating loads.
o 'r v j i..
Figure 2.3-5 Container Structure
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(a)
Figure 2.3-5 a and b (a) Front View of An Automatic Measurement Vehicle
(b) Side Vide of An Automatic Measurement Vehicle
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SUM M ARY
In this chapter, the mechanical design of the vehicle has been presented. It contains the 
design of the mechanical parts which permit horizontal and vertical motion method and the 
mechanical structural design including the selection of materials and mechanical elements. 
As a robotic vehicle, the mechanical structure is just a part of the project. In the next 




SENSORS FOR AUTOMATIC 
MEASUREMENT VEHICLE
3 .1  INTRODUCTION
One of the requirements for the automatic measurement vehicle is a number of versatile 
sensors. The functions of the sensors can be broadly divided into two principal 
categories: internal state and external state. Internal state sensors deal with the detection 
of variables such as mechanical hand position, which are used for mechanical arm 
control. External state sensors, on the other hand, deal with the detection of variables 
such as range, proximity, position and touch. External state sensors can be further 
classified as contact or non-contact. As the name implies, the former class of sensors 
responds to physical contact such as touch, slip and torque. Non-contact sensors rely on 
the response of a detector to variations in acoustic or electromagnetic fields. The most 
prominent examples of non-contact sensors measure range, proximity, and visual 
properties of an object.
The focus of this chapter is on non-contact sensors. A detailed description of non-contact 
sensors will be discussed because only non-contact sensors such as linear Hall-effect 
sensors, digital Hall-effect sensors and proximity sensors are involved in this project. 
The discussion of the principles of sensors is very necessary for the understanding of the 
physics, functions and characteristics of each sensor. After that, the chapter deals with 
the application of each sensor.
3 .2  PRINCIPLE OF HALL EFFECT SENSORS
, v ...
The Hall-effect relates the voltage between two points in a conducting or semiconducting 
material to a magnetic field across the material. When used by themselves, Hall effect
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sensors can only detect magnetized objects. However, when used in conjunction with a 
permanent magnet in a configuration such as the one shown in Figure 3.2, they are 
capable of detecting all ferromagnetic materials. When used in this way, a Hall-effect 
sensor senses a strong magnetic field in the absence of a ferromagnetic metal in the near 
field (Figure 3.2a). When such a material is brought in close proximity with the sensor, 
the magnetic field weakens at the sensor due to the field lines being diverted through the 
material. As shown in Figure 3.2b.
(a)
Figure 3.2a and b Operation of a Hall-Effect Sensor in Conjunction with a Magnet
Hall-effect sensors are based on the principle of a Lorentz force which acts on a charged 
particle travelling through a magnetic field. The force acts on an axis perpendicular to the 
phase established by the direction of motion of the charged particle and the direction of 
the field. That is, the Lorentz force is given by F=q (V x B) where q is the charge, V is 
the velocity vector, B is the magnetic field vector, and "x" is the vector cross product. 
Example: a current flows through a doped, n-type semiconductor which is immersed in a 
magnetic field, as shown in Figure 3.2c. Recalling that electrons are the majority carriers 
in n-type material, and the force acting on the moving, negatively charged particles would 
have the direction shown in Figure 3.2c. This force would act on the electrons, which 
would tend to collect at the bottom of the material and thus produce a voltage across it.
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Bringing a ferromagnetic material close to the semiconductor-magnet device would 
decrease the strength of the magnetic field, thus reducing the Lorentz force and, 
ultimately, the voltage across the semiconductor. The drop in voltage is the key for 
sensing proximity with Hall effect sensors. Binary decisions regarding the presence of 
an object are made by using a threshold on the voltage out of the sensor [10].
Figure 3.2 (c) Generation of Hall Voltage
It is of interest to note that using a semiconductor, such as silicon, has a number of 
advantages in terms of size, ruggedness, and immunity to electrical interference. In 
addition, the use of semiconducting materials allows the construction of electronic 
circuitry for amplification and detection directly on the sensor itself, thus reducing sensor 
size.
The basic Hall-effect sensor is essentially a transducer that will respond with an output 
voltage if the applied magnetic field changes in any manner. Differences in the response 
of devices are generally related to tolerance and specification, such as the operation (turn 
on) and release (turn off) thresholds, as well as the temperature range and temperature 
coefficients of these'parameters. Also available are linear output sensors that produce
outputs proportional to magnetic field changes.
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All Hall-effect sensors are activated by a magnetic field produced by either electromagnets 
or permanent magnets. Magnetic fields have two important characteristics: magnetic (flux 
density) and direction (or orientation). For example: in the absence of any magnetic field, 
Hall-effect digital sensors are designed to be off (open circuit at output). They will turn 
on only if subjected to a magnetic field that has both sufficient strength and of the correct 
polarity.
3.2-1 Mode of Hall-Effect Device Operation
The design of the Hall-effect system should begin with the physical aspects, in position­
sensing or motion sensing applications. Basically, three operating modes of Hall-effect 
device have been commonly used. They are Head-On, Slide-By and Magnetic Rotating 
modes. However, only Slide-By mode has been widely used to control the performance 
of the hand, the wrist and the upper arm in this project (an operating explanation in 
Section 3)
The Slide-By mode, which is simple, can have reasonably steep slopes and has no 
problem with mechanism over travel. It is, however, very sensitive to lateral play, as the 
flux density varies dramatically with changes in the air gap. This can be seen clearly in 
the curve of Figure 3.2-1, in which the flux density curve are plotted for actual Slide-By 
operation with various air gaps. It is apparent that the operating mechanism can have 
little side play if precise switching is required [11].
Magnetic Flux Density (Gauss)
Figure 3.2-1 Plotting Diagram of Slide-By Mode and Slide-By Operating Mode
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In a Hall-effect sensor application, the goal is to minimize the reluctance of the flux path 
from the magnetic south pole, through the Hall-effect sensor, and back to the north pole. 
The best possible structure for a Hall effect sensor would provide a ferrous path [11].
3.2-2 Analysis of L inear Hall-Effect Sensors
The linear Hall-effect sensors provide linear output as a function of magnetic flux density 
at the sensor. The linear Hall-effect sensor is principally used to sense relatively small 
changes in a magnetic field. It has an output proportion to the magnetic field subjected to 
the "active area". The applications of linear Hall-effect sensors include accurate 
measurement of electrical current with negligible system loading and fine control of 
mechanical attributes such as position and velocity [12].
An example of a common and popular linear Hall-effect sensors, the UGN-3501T sensor 
is being used in this project. It consists of a Hall cell, linear amplifier, emitter-follower 
output, and a voltage regulator. Integrating the Hall cell and the amplifier into one 
monolithic device minimizes problems relating to the handling of the millivolt analog 
signals. Figures 3.2-2a and b show the UGN-3501T linear Hall-effect sensor 
characteristic diagrams.




Figure 3.2-2 (a) Output Voltage as a Function of Air Gap. 
(b) Normalized Sensitivity as a Function of Temperature.
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3.2-3 Analysis of Digital Hall-Effect Sensors
Digital Hall-effect sensors differ from Linear Hall-effect sensors with respect to the 
output from the sensor. The digital Hall effect sensors are designed to be normally off 
(open circuit at output). They will turn on only if subjected to a magnetic field that has 
both sufficient strength and correct polarity.
The approach of the south pole of a magnet would cause switching action of a digital 
sensor. The approach of the north pole of a magnet would have no effect. In practice, a 
close approach by the south pole of a magnet will cause the output transistor to turn on.
n . r  .v — ■ ....... ■ ,, .................0 ---- 1----1___i__ i___i
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MAGNETIC FLUX DENSITY IN GAUSS
Figure 3.2-3 The Characteristics Graph Plots Digital Hall-Effect 
Sensor Input and Output Operational Function.
The transfer characteristics graph (Figure 3.2-3) shows input and output. The input 
variable, which is the strength of activating magnetic field (magnetic flux density,
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measured in gauss), is plotted along the horizontal axis. The output variable, which is 
the digital (on, off) output from a Hall-effect sensor, is plotted along the vertical axis.
In the absence of any magnetic field (zero gauss), the digital Hall-effect sensor is off and 
output voltage equals the power supply. As the strength of the magnetic field increases, 
at some point (240 gauss in this case), the output transistor will turn on and the output 
voltage goes to zero. The output does not change even if the magnetic field's strength 
continues to increase.
The sensor stays on until the magnetic field falls well below the 240 gauss operating 
point. This is a circuit design characteristic that prevents oscillations. All sensors turn on 
at or below their maximum operating point flux density, and when the magnetic field is 
reduced, all sensors turn off before the flux density drops below their minimum release 
point value. Additionally, each sensor has a minimum amount of hysteresis to ensure 
clean switching action. This hysteresis ensures that even if mechanical vibration or 
electrical noise is present, the sensor output is fast, clean, and occurs only once per 
threshold crossing.
3 .3  PRINCIPLE OF INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SENSORS
Proximity sensors are short sighted sensors, and have a binary output which indicates the 
presence of an object within a specified distance interval. Typically, proximity sensors 
are used in the environment for near-field work in connection with object grasping or 
avoidance. So proximity sensors are very useful in assembly tasks in which visual and 
tactile sensors are impractical.
A proximity sensor indicates the presence of an object within a fixed space near the 
sensor without physical contact. The proximity sensor usually detects a disturbance in 
the nearby field which is caused by the presence of the object. Figure 3.3 illustrates how 
the voltage measured across the coil varies with the distance between the sensor and the 
object. The output of the sensor is compared to a threshhold value. The output of the
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comparator remains low as long as the signal remains below the specified threshold, and 
the output goes high (indicating proximity of an object) when the threshold is exceeded.
__ i___i___I 1 I i 1
0 0.250 0.500 0.750
Sensor-object distance (mm)
Figure 3.3 Sensor Response as a Function of Distance.
3 .4  SENSOR APPLICATION IN THE DETECTION SYSTEM
A set of sensors is provided for each of the twin conductors and each mechanical arm. 
The sensors detect the presence of the aluminium sleeve and the inner steel sleeve to 
enable the distance of the steel sleeve from one end of the aluminium sleeve to be 
determined. ;Each set of sensors is carried on a separate mechanical hand and mechanical 
arm.
3.4-1 Detection of Inner Steel Sleeve
The detection system for the steel sleeve operates on the principle that the magnetic field 
strength distribution will be altered when ferromagnetic material is introduced into a 
magnetic field (a detailed description is given in section 3.2). The construction of a 
simple detection unit for the inner steel sleeve is shown in Figure 3.4-la.
Two back to back Hall-effect sensors are fixed in a reasonably central position of a U- 
shaped mild steel structure, named the mechanical hand (Figure 3.4-la). Two high 
quality rare earth magnets are fitted on the two ends of the mechanical hand. When the 
steel core is broughf into the detecting area of the mechanical hand, the magnetic field 
slightly weakens at the sensors due to bending of the field lines through the material.
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However, when the position of the steel core is replaced by the inner steel sleeve, the 
magnetic field is weakened further at the sensors due to the majority of the field lines 
concentrating on the inner steel sleeve.
Figure 3.4-la Mechanical Hand Cross Section
A plot of the output voltage allows the distance from the end of the outer sleeve to the 
start of the inner sleeve to be determined by the variation in output voltage along the joint. 
Experiments have been carried out using three different diameter sleeves. For example, 
the largest sleeve whose diameter is 5.2 cm, has a distance between sensors and the steel 
core of 3.6 cm whereas the distance between sensors and the compression mid-span joint 
is 2.8 cm. A plot of data from a typical joint (Figure 3.4-lb), which indicates the 
position of the mid-span joint, produced a voltage of 0.65v for the steel core and a 
voltage of 0.52v for the joint. Therefore, the joint can be readily distinguished from the 
steel core.
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THE DIAMETER OF ALUMINIUM SLEEVE: LARGE
THE LENGTH OF ALUMINIUM SLEEVE & JOINT ( C M ) :  7 2 , 3 3
Figure 3.4-lb Measuring the Position of Mid-Span Joint
3.4-2 C alculation of The Length of The Sleeve
To make the mechanical hand able to measure the length travelled along the sleeve, a 
simple mechanical structure is used. This structure shown in Figure 3.4-2 consists of an 
aluminium disc of 40mm diameter and a guiding roller sharing the same axis of a 80mm 
long non-ferrous stainless-steel shaft with two magnets mounted near the edge of the disc 
across a diameter with a gap of 2mm to a digital Hall-effect sensor. This gives two 
pulses from the digital Hall-effect sensor for each revolution of the roller. The surface of 
the guiding rollers is roughened to increase the frictional force between them and the 
sleeve during the measurement period. Thus, the length travelled can be calculated by
[13]:
Length travelled (cm) = Pulse numbers/ 2(magnets) x4 cm (disc diameter)x 3.14
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PROXIMITY SENSOR
Figure 3.4-2 Mechanical Structure of Measuring the Length of the Conductor
3.4- 3 Setting The Position of M echanical Forearm
Digital Hall-effect sensors are used to measure the limits of linear movement of the wrist 
when the hand is contact with the sleeve [14].
The correct operating vertical force is obtained when the magnet is between the sensors 
(Top) and (Bottom). There is a need for the system to know when the force of contact 
between the hand and the aluminium sleeve is at its correct value. This is achieved by 
using two digital Hall-effect sensors in the Slide-By mode like those shown in Figure
3.4- 3. These two sensors are affixed on the mechanical hand in a suitable position. The 
distance between the two sensors is kept at 1 cm and a magnet is embedded into the body 
of the wrist so the sensors are activated when the magnet is opposite them. The proper 
measurement position of the mechanical hand is set by the magnet being located between 
the two Hall-effect Censors (Top) and (Bottom), shown as Figure 3.4-3b. However, 
when the mechanical hand moves along the power cable, the hand will move up and
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down with the roughness of the sleeve which will change the length of the spring. If the 
Hall-effect sensors (Top) and (Bottom) activate, the forearm needs to move up or down 
to keep the spring in its operating range and so the contact force constant.
HAND
(a) [ (b) (c)
Figure 3.4-3 (a) Idle Condition (b) Measuring Condition (c) Depressing by Cable
3.4-4 Detection of The Position of The Sleeve
In order to detect the ends of the aluminium sleeve, a pair of inductive proximity sensors, 
affixed to both sides of the mechanical hand, are used (Figure 3.4-2). The inductive 
proximity sensor (M l8 sensor) is completely shielded by an anodised aluminium housing 
except for its polyamide face. The advantage of using the M l8 sensor is that it can sense 
a distance up to 5mm from the object (metal material). Thus, the sensors are on only 
when the mechanical hand is touching the conductor and the sensors are off when the 
mechanical hand has moved away from the conductor.
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SUMMARY
This chapter explains the performance of linear Hall-effect sensors, digital sensors, and 
proximity sensors. These sensors play an extremely important role in the automatic 
measurement vehicle to enable it to perform its tasks. To make these sensory signals 
properly match the requirements of the controller, interfaces must be provided between 





4 .1  IN TRO D U CTIO N
A digital computer takes in all the sensor signals and produces all the control signals. 
There are two types of signals-analog and digital. Some sensors have just a digital 
output so only buffering and voltage conversion is needed. The linear Hall-effect 
measurement system has an analog signal which will require amplification to make it 
suitable for input to an analog to digital converter. The control signals are all produced by 
digital to analog converters and they are required to have a voltage in the range between 
+10 volts and -10 volts.
4 .2  LINEAR HALL-EFFECT SENSORS
As has been mentioned in the previous chapter, the signal from the linear Hall-effect 
sensors has been used to detect reliably the position of the inner steel joint relative to the 
aluminium sleeve when the mechanical hand scans the surface of the aluminium sleeve. 
However, these signals from outputs of the linear Hall-effect sensors cannot be directly 
processed by the controller because these signals are only in the range of millivolts. 
Obviously, it is necessary to design an interfacing circuit to further amplify the output 
signals of the sensors to a voltage level compatible with the controller. Figures 4.2a and 
b show the block diagram and circuitry diagram of this interfacing circuit.
The Hall-effect is temperature sensitive. In order to reduce the effect of temperature 
variations, two Hall-effect sensors are used in a back to back mode so that the 
temperature effect will provide a common mode signal and the desired effect (variation in 
magnetic field)is^obfained as a different voltage. The use of an instrumentation amplifier
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will amplify the difference and reject the common mode. Using two sensors also have 
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Figure 4.2a and b (a) Block Diagram of Linear Hall-Effect Sensors Amplifier Circuit 
(b) Circuit Diagram
For the differential amplifier circuit from Figure 4.2b is:
/W/f,,;.
V01 = ( l + ^ ) ( E r E,) = (l
2x 100
+ 200 )(E2-E,) = 2 (E 2-E1) (4.2-1)
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In order to achieve a satisfactory result, a non-inverting amplifier is connected to the 
output of the instrumentation amplifier to increase the amplifier gain. The result of this 
non-inverting amplifier is:,
Vo2 = ( l - ^ ) V m  (4.2-2)
To make the output voltage signals only swing a range between 0 volt to 5 volt, an offset 
voltage circuit, which is used to provide an effective method to shift a high voltage to a 
lower voltage level without changing the character of these signal, is required.
= (4.2-3)
So the total voltage amplification of this circuit is:
Rl2 w  Rl4 . ... R9 2Rk , _ ^  . , ,  R12
V°“ “  (l+ Ru  ̂ R14+R13 ) (l+ Rm)(l R ,) ( ErEl) "Voff Rn (4.2-4)
= 56 (E2-E1) - Voff Rl2Rn
4.3  DIGITAL HALL-EFFECT SENSORS
Digital Hall-effect sensors are used in detecting the limits of mechanical motion. The 
method of saturated common-collector npn transistor has been commonly used to connect 
these digital Hall-effect sensors to logic element systems. In the measurement units of 
this vehicle, such a method of linking the digital Hall-effect sensors to a controller has 
been widely used. The digital Hall-effect sensor is very rapid, with typical rise and fall 
time in the 400ns range. This is quite all right, since switching time is almost universally 
controlled by much slower mechanical parts [19].
Figure 4.3 illusirate^ the digital Hall-effect sensors interfacing circuit diagram which 
comprises four digital Hall-effect sensors, four npn transistors, and eight resistors to be
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configured into four individual circuits. Each single circuit requires a transistor and two 
resistors, a base-drive current-limiting resistor and a current control resistor to guarantee 
saturation at the worse case.
R30-R33/4.7K R33-R36/3.9K
Figure 4 3  Digital Hall-Effect Sensors Interfacing Circuit
Three digital Hall-effect sensors (Top, Bottom, Down) have been used in the Slide-By 
mode as positioning sensors to control the exact stop position of the mechanical arm 
when it measures the aluminium sleeve, and a fourth digital Hall-effect sensor is also 
applied in the Slide-By mode as a length sensor to measure the length of the aluminium 
sleeve.
4.4 PROXIM ITY SENSORS INTERFACE
A simple voltage offset circuit as in Figure 4.4, which shifts output voltage of the 
proximity sensors from 12v down to 5v, can be made by a BC547B npn transistor as a 
switch. When the logic signal of the sensor is 0, there is no forward bias to the 
transistor's base and emitter junction and no current flows in the collector. The transistor 
would be off and the output of the transistor goes to 5v. When the switch signal goes to
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1 (12v), a base current of about 2.5mA flows which turns the transistor fully on and the 
output of the transistor goes to Ov.
Figure 4.4 Proximity Sensors Interfacing Circuit 
4.5 MECHANICAL FOREARM CONTROL
The mechanical forearm must be able to travel vertically and to stop quickly in response 
to the sensors. Figure 4.5 shows the design. It consists of two parts, one is speed 
control, the other part is a full-bridge motor drive including the bi-directional control 
method. The principle and circuit construction of a DC motor circuit will be explained as 
follows.
FROM 8Q52AH-BASIC CONTROLLER
Figure 4.5 Block Diagram of Mechanical Forearm Control Circuit
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As the name of the circuit suggests, the speed control provides a means for setting the 
different vertical travel speeds of the mechanical forearm in either up or down motion. 
The speed control unit uses a fully digital format. A speed control circuit, illustrated in 
Figure 4.5-1, consists of a de-multiplexer circuit (speed control) and a pulse-width- 
modulator circuit.
4.5-1 Speed Control Method
The first part is a circuit which selects one of four outputs (1, 2, 3, 4), as specified by 
two digital control signals (A, B). Since a FET which is on will look like a small resistor 
( R o n )» such a circuit is an analog de-multiplexer and it will faithfully transmit to the 
output the actual voltage present on the selected inputs. Each of the switches SW! 
through SW4 is a CMOS transmission gate. The "select logic" decodes the address and 
"enables" the addressed switch only, while disabling the remaining switches. Such a de­
multiplexer will be used in conjunction with a pulse-width-modulator circuit that will 
generate the appropriate control speeds.
R24/4.3K
MOTOR SPEED CONTROL
Figure 4.5-1 Speed Control Circuit
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4.5-2 Pulse-W idth-M odulator Techniques
One feature of linear-servo-amplifiers is that their circuits are simple and do not generate 
harmful electrical noises. However, a lot of power is dissipated into heat in the final­
stage transistors and therefore a large heat sink is needed to remove the heat and protect 
the transistors from thermal damage. For example, as shown in Figure 4.5-2a, when a 
voltage of 20v is applied between the emitter and collector current of 3A, the power loss 
in it is 3A x 20v = 60w.
Figure 4.5-2a Power Loss Inside a Transistor: (a) Linear Servo-Amplifier Dissipates Much 
Electrical Power Into Heat, While (b) PWM Amplifier produces Less Heat Loss
To reduce the loss in transistors and improve the efficiency of a servo-amplifier, the 
pulse-width-modulation (PWM) technique is employed in this mechanical forearm speed 
control circuit. PWM technique is one of the most common methods of the motor speed 
control and is used because of its ability to drive the DC-servo motor. The DC-servo 
motor has long been known for the ease with which speed control can be implemented. 
All that needs to be done is to vary the voltage applied to the armature (assuming a 
permanent magnet type). With this technique, the digital input code is used to generate a 
train of pulses of fixed frequency, whose width is proportional to the input count.
4.5-3 M otor Drive Method
This motor drive circuit brings together three noteworthy devices that have been 
instrumental in simplifying, and improving the electronics control unit. These are the 
UGN2950Z power bipolar-half-bridge motor drivers, CMOS logic ICs and UGRMEM- 
01SAK DC-servo motor. A detailed circuitry analysis will be presented in the following 
section [20].
Two of the UGN-2959Z ICs are used along with some logic components to provide a bi­
directional varying-speed drive circuit (see as Figure 4.5-3). The operating function of 
the circuit is such that when the direction mode is set at a high input condition, the pin 2 
of the right IC will be at a low input condition. The power supply must be added to A 
point of the motor, and B point must be set to the ground. The motor will rotate in a 
clock-wise direction. Thus, the motor will achieve a counter-clockwise direction when 
the direction mode is set at low input condition. Also the motor speed control depends 





Figure 4.5-3 Bi-Direction Power Amplifier Circuit
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An important subject that should be considered here is the current that the motor will 
draw during operation because it will directly affect the selection of the transistors and 
drivers. However, UGN-2959Z ICs can handle a peak current of up to 3.5A, which is 
sufficient for the use of the mechanical arm.
4.5-4 Ability of UGRMEM-01SK DC Servo Motor
The UGRMEN-01SK DC-servo motor, one of the RM series motors, is designed for 
controlling the mechanical forearm moving vertically. This type of motor is widely 
employed for integration into robotics as an articulated power drive, The characteristics 
of servo drive application in the RM series are: small size, light weight, and ability to 
obtain excellent torque/weight and torque/volume ratios. It should be mentioned that RM 
servo-motors allow a variety of combinations with built-in feedback units such as DC 
tachometer generators and encoders. Each combination provides a large output to weight 
ratio [31][32].
The ability of this DC motor to satisfactorily perform the task can be proven by the 
detailed calculation which follows:
Power Needed (for forearm) = Mass Lifted x G (gravitation) x Distance Moved/ Per Sec 
Forearm Weight = 10.5 Kilograms 
G = 9.8 m/Sec
Distance Travelled Per Second = Pitch of Lead Screw x N revolution/Sec 
Power Needed = (10.5 x 9.8 x 0.1 x 3000)/(60 x 10*2)
= 7watts (without friction)
The rated output specification of the UGRMEM-01SK DC servo-motor, is equal to 30 
watts, which is sufficient to drive the motor to manipulate the mechanical forearm in a
vertical movemenf.
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4.6 DRIVING MOTOR CONTROL
The driving motor control circuit is divided into three major parts, they are the servo- 
amplifier (motor control), modulation method and motor drive circuit. A schematic 
representation of the driving motor control system is given in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6 Block Diagram of the Driving Motor Circuit
4.6-1 Servo-A m plifier
Servo amplifiers are used to drive motors in servo control application. The servo 
amplifier circuit has been designed using both speed and current feedback. The current 
feedback allows the current through the motors and through the power switching devices 
to be controlled and hence limited. The speed feedback allows the speed of the motors to 
be controlled. The servo amplifier circuit is shown in Figure 4.6-1.
In the operation of the motors, the relation between the terminal voltage V, armature 
resistance R,, the angular speed Q ,  and the armature current Ia is given by the following 
equation:
V = RaIa + KT2 (4.6-1-1)
KQ = V - RaI. (4.6-1-2)
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where K is motor constant (the same as the torque constant). The voltage drops between 
the brushes and the commutator are included in Ra. The current is determined by the 
voltage across the small resistor Rf . This voltage is amplified by the difference amplifiers 
IC5 a and b to give a voltage Vc. The difference amplifier is needed to reject the large 
common mode signal when the bridge circuit is driving the motors in reverse and resistor 
RV3 is tuned to reject the common mode signal.
POL) 11 10 9 * 7 6 5 4
Figure 4.6-1 Servo Amplifier Circuit
V‘ -  R57+RV3 rT V a  R f Vn5̂6
■è /fVv/t. .. ..
(4.6-1-3)
RV3 is adjusted so that (4.6-1-4)Rss Reo_____ R55(R57 +RV3) r 61
RVc= Í ^ ( V I2 - V n) = ^ R f IR55R56 R56 (4.6-1-5)
= 10 RfIa
Vc is the feedback for the current loop and the maximum current will be set by the 
maximum reference signal out of IC6 -b. Assuming high gain around the current loop 
then:
Vd , v c
R46 R47 +RV4
=  0 (4.6-1-6)
v  _  R47+RV4 v
v c — ■ P  v d*M6
I Vdl max = 10 volts (amplifier saturation)
|V |  = ̂ 47-+RV4 i q
' ’ c * max p  A ̂
i T I (R47 +RV 4) 10
1 almax R46 10 Rf
RV4 is adjusted to give I i j  max = 20A.
The current servo amplifier is very high gain as it uses proportional plus integral action 
around IC5-c to give accurate and fast current control with an experimental reference of a 
step input.
The speed controlrrequires a feedback signal proportional to the speed of the motors. 
This signal is estimated using the voltage across the motors and the current signal Vc.
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Since K is constant and Ra approximately constant (Equation 4.6-1-2), the speed can be 
determined from V and current Ia. From Figure 4.6-1,
\ /    ^ 5 4  y  . ^ 5 4  R^O y
V a ------ p  v 0 +  p  P  V I2K59 K58 *N51 (4.6-1-7)
R59 -  and R58 — R





Current into summing junction of IC6-b is:
Va_____, Vc _ _______ R54______ v  , R5S Rf t
R V 5 + R52 R53 "  R59 (R V S + R52) R53 R56 a (4.6-1-8)
_  R54 R55 Rf R59 (RVs + R52) T .
~ “  R59 (RVs + R52) (V '  Rs6 Rs3 R54 la >
RV5 is adjusted to match Ra as closely as possible by using a known speed and varying 
the armature current at constant speed. RV6 sets the speed feedback loop gain and is 
adjusted to give good speed control with adequate stability margin. Thus, the bi­
directional speed control can be set by the speed reference voltage from the controller.
4.6-2 Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulation
To provide 20A current to the motors as efficiently as possible a chopper circuit must be 
used. To give good control over the whole range of voltages and currents, a modulation 
called Asynchronous Delta Sigma modulator is used. This is a variable pulse width, 
variable frequency type of modulation which has the following advantages.
1) Has a smooth transition from Ov DC to maximum volts DC.
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2) The current in the motor has a fixed peak to peak ripple over the whole modulation 
range.
3) The shortest pulse width is well defined in both directions.
4) A relatively simple circuit.
The modulation circuit is shown in Figure 4.6-2 for a full bridge which requires two 
modulators offset by a bias current (R42) and includes delay circuits for the bridge power 
switches to delay the turn on pulse until the other device has turned off.
Figure 4.6-2 Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulation Circuit
The Asynchronous Delta Sigma modulator has an integrator followed by a Schmidt 
trigger circuit ̂ ll^nqlQS.ed in negative feedback. The feedback ensures that the average 
voltage at the output is proportional to the input. The output is in only one of two states,
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that is, a switching waveform. The integrator determines the time it takes to switch 
between the two states by its time constant and the difference between the triggering 
levels of the Schmidt trigger. For more details see Appendix-I.
Modulator (A) switches when the input voltage is between -10 volt and 0 volt. 
Modulator (B) is biased by resistor R42 at its input to switch when the input voltage is 
between +10 volt and 0 volt. The output of modulator (A) controls the upper side of the 
bridge while those of modulator B control the lower side of the bridge. When one side of 
the bridge is not switching, it connects the load to ground.
4.6-3 M otor Drive
The motor drive includes two printed motors and a motor drive circuit. Before going into 
details, it is necessary to introduce the printed motors that are used.
Figure 4.6-3-1 Exploded View of Ferrite Type Printed Motor 
4.6-3-1 Characteristics of the Printed Motor
The selection of the driving motors should be of a reasonable size with high efficiency. 
Two UGPMEE-12CBG type printed motors with integral 25:1 reduction gear box were 
chosen to drive tlje vehicle. Figure 4.6-3-1 shows the structure of motor [31].
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4.6-3-2 Motor Drive Circuit Design
The motor drive circuit consists of two symmetrical parts, each part contains 12 
transistors 6 diodes and a number of passive components. As can be seen in Figure 4.6­
3-2, pairs and Qi2,Qi8 behave like two single high-gain pnp power transistors.
Triples Qio,Qi5,Qi9 and Qi2, Qn ,Qis conduct like two high-gain npn power transistors. 
Two pnp power transistors are used connect the motors to ground and two npn power 
transistors are used to connect the motors to the battery positive. The motors are 
connected between the pairs in a bridge circuit. D7 - D14, Qj and Q4 are protecting circuits 
to prevent damage to the output transistors should both inputs be high at the same time.
The circuit op^aqoiiis that when a pair of 180 degree phase shift square waveforms 
from MOD (A) reach the a and b points, c point will be set to Ov and d point will be set to 
12v because MOD (B) is in its off condition. Thus, a ground potential on the control
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input turns off the npn power transistor, Qn,Qi4,Qi8, but will allow current to the ground 
switch pnp power transistor, Q i2,Q i3- In this case, the current will flow from 24v 
through Q10 passing through the inductor, motors, resistor and Q12 to the ground. A 
clock-wise rotation of the printed motors will be obtained. By enabling the pair of 180 
degree phase shift square waveforms to inputs c and d, Q9 allows current to flow, and Q10 
is disabled. Thus when the current flows from 24v through Qn passing resistor, motors, 
inductor and Q9 to the ground, it will effectively reverse the direction of the motors. 
Obviously, the bi-directional rotation and speed changes of the printed motors can be 
achieved under the control of the modulator circuit.
SUMMARY
In this chapter, a number of interfacing circuits have been described including the linear 
Hall-effect sensor interfacing circuit, digital Hall-effect sensor interfacing circuit and 
proximity sensor interfacing circuit. Also, the mechanical arm control circuit and 
vehicular driving motor control circuit have been given a detailed description. To ensure 
that all of these interfacing circuits properly execute their tasks, they must be controlled 
by a microprocessor controller. In the next chapter, a detailed description of how a 




Using a microprocessor to control the action of an automatic measurement vehicle has 
proven to be very effective. The first step in defining a general-purpose manipulator 
controller would be to decide which type of mechanisms, electromechanics, electronics, 
and sensors are to be included in this system. This, along with a definition of the actions 
to be performed by the controller, would give a start towards the hardware design.
A detailed design of the micro-controller based control system, which manipulates the 
operation of the automatic measurement vehicle, will be described in the following 
sections. At first, a complete functional specification and operation which defines the 
needs of the automatic measurement vehicle will be given, and then the hardware design 
of a micro-controller system based on the 8052AH-BASIC chip will be introduced. The 
second section gives a detailed introduction of both parallel and serial input/output 
techniques. The following section will present a brief description of the host computer 
(EPSON-PX4). The final section provides a summary of the remote control unit.
5.2 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION
The actual design phase of the controller progressed smoothly because its operation was 
well defined. This is where every command, and every operation the vehicle is to carry 
out, are spelled out in painstaking detail. The controller, therefore, must have the ability 
to do the following:
1) Control the drivingtmotor that provides forward or reverse motion, at different speeds, 
and braking of the vehicle.
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2) Drive the motors of the mechanical arms in both directions with accurate positioning of 
the mechanical forearm.
3) Detect the relative position of the steel sleeve inside the aluminium sleeve.
To achieve these specifications, it is necessary to consider first the operation of the 
vehicle.
5.2-1 Operation
1) Control the driving motor that provides forward and reverse motion at different 
speeds, and braking of the vehicle.
The controller provides the ability to set the speed and direction of motion of the driving 
motors. This is done by sending several different codings to an interfacing circuit for the 
driving motors, some codes for forward and others for reverse. During the times when 
the mechanical hand is scanning on the aluminium sleeve, it is necessary to make the 
vehicle move smoothly and very precisely. At other times, fast motion is desirable, when 
the vehicle is moving on the cables without measuring the aluminium sleeve. Therefore, 
it is desirable to provide at least two speeds of operation. One fast speed and one slow 
speed are a good compromise. Also a braking function has been designed in case of 
emergency.
2) Control the motion of the mechanical forearm.
The digital Hall-effect sensors have been mentioned in chapter 3. These three sensors 
(Top), (Bottom) and (Down) are separately attached on the mechanical arm in different 
positions performing individual tasks. The controller must automatically read the state of 
all of these sensors and respond to their change of state (defined as logic l=on, logic 
0=off). The mechanical arm controlled by the program uses the information from these 
sensors for various control tasks, such as stopping the movement of the forearm when it 
is touching the^alhsjinium sleeve at the measurement position as sensor (Bottom) is 
sensed. Sensor (Top) indicates one limit of travel of the wrist. Also Sensor (Down) is
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activated when the forearm retreats back to the container and stops at its the proper down 
position.
3) The way to precisely measure the relative position of the steel sleeve inside the 
aluminium sleeve.
L Z rT P K O X M T r «WITCH M G H TFltO X M TY fW rTC H
(b)
Figure 5.2-la  and b Mechanical Hand Performance
In order to obtain accurate measurement results from the aluminium sleeve, the 
mechanical hand must be accurately located at either the left end or right end of the 
aluminium sle^tfe^tefore scanning. To achieve this, the two proximity sensors play an 
important role. At first, the mechanical hand should rise and contact the aluminium sleeve
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at any position. At that moment, the two proximity sensors would be both active, and the 
vehicle would start to move either in a forward or reverse direction depending on the 
forward or reverse signal from the remote control. Figure 5.2-la  shows the forward 
moving case. If the signal of the left side proximity sensor is lost and the signal of the 
right side proximity sensor is still present, the vehicle would be stopped from moving 
immediately. This means that the mechanical hand is at the end of the aluminium sleeve. 
Then, the vehicle is reversed and the linear Hall-effect sensors start to pick up signals 
from the aluminium sleeve until the signal of the right side proximity sensor is lost. 
Figure 5.2-lb  shows the case when the signal of the right side proximity sensor is lost 
and the signal of the left side proximity sensor is still present. The vehicle would be 
stopped at the other end of the aluminium sleeve and would then carry out a scan in the 
reverse direction until back at the first end. The scanning operation would then be 
complete. After finishing the scanning operation of the mechanical hand, the mechanical 
forearm would be retracted back to the carriage and the vehicle would move at the fast 
speed towards the next task [16] [20] [2 1 ].
Once each operation :of the automatic measurement vehicle is defined, the work of 
designing a microcontroller can be started.
5.3 BUILD THE 8052-AH BASIC CONTROLLER
The 8052AH-BASIC controller chip contains an 8K ROM (read-only-memory) resident 
BASIC interpreter. The designed 8052AH-BASIC controller board is a single board 
controller/development system, shown as a schematic diagram in Appendix-IIL This 17- 
chip circuit fits in a compact 17 by 24 centimetres including 8052AH processor, 24K 
bytes of RAM/EPROM (random access memory/erasable programmable ROM), a 2764 
EPROM programmer, 7 parallel ports, 1 serial port with automatic^ data transmission 
rate selection. Figure 5.3 is a block diagram of the controller hardware design.
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The controller has five main sections: 1) processor. 2) address decoding. 3) memory.
4) parallel and serial input/output ports. 5 ) EPROM programmer. Each part will be 
described as follows.
Figure 5.3 A Block Diagram of 8052AH-BASIC Controller
5.3-1 Functions of 8052AH-BASIC M icroprocessor
The 8052AH-controller is based on the 8052AH chip, a preprogrammed version of 
Intel's 8052AH microprocessor. This microprocessor is one of Intel's 8 bit 
microcontroller chip series, also known as the MCS-51 family [17].
The 8052AH microprocessor contains 8K bytes of on-chip ROM, 256 bytes of RAM, 
three 16 bit counter/timers, 6 interrupts, and 32 I/O lines. In the 8052AH 
microprocessor, the ROM is a masked programmed BASIC interpreter, and the 
input/output lines are'redefined to address, data, and control lines.
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When the chip is powered up, it sizes consecutive external memory from #0000H to the 
end of memory by alternately writing #55H hexadecimal and #00H to each location. A 
minimum of IK  bytes of RAM is required for 8052AH-BASIC to function, and any 
RAM must be located starting at #0000H. Three control lines, RD (pin 17), WR (pin 
16) and PSEN (pin 29) partition the address space as 64K  bytes each of program and data 
memory. However, assembly language routines and EPROM programming are 
unsupported in data memory. For that reason, the 8052AH-B ASIC microprocessor, as it 
has been designed, is addressed completely as program memory (RAM/EPROM mode), 
both for RAM and input/output. The addressing logic is as follows:
1) The RD and WR pins on the 8052AH chip enable RAM from #0000H to #07FFFH. 
Addresses are used to decode the chip select (CS) for the RAM devices, and RD and WR 
are used to enable the OE and WR pins.
2) PSEN is used to enable EPROM from #02000H to #07FFFH. Addresses are used to 
decode the CS for the EPROM devices, and PSEN is used to enable to OE pin 3). 
Between #08000 and #0FFFFH, both RD and PSEN are used to enable either EPROM or 
RAM, RD and PSEN are applied as inputs to AND gate ICis, a 74LS08. The WR pin on 
the chip is used to write to RAM in this same address space.
5.3-2 Address Decoding
The three most significant address lines (A13-A 15) are connected to a 74LS138N decoder 
chip IC13, which separates the addressable range into eight 8K byte memory segments, 
each with its own chip select (Yq-Y?). The four least significant chip selects are 
connected to 28-pin, 64 K bit (8K by 8) memory devices, either 2764 EPROM or 6264 
static RAMs. IQ , addressed at #0000H, must be a RAM in order for BASIC-52 to 
function. IQ(#02000H-#03FFFH), and ICU(#04000H-#05FFF), can use either RAM 
or EPROM. IQ* ,$Q$000H-#09FFFH) is an EPROM programming socket intended for 
a 2764 EPROM. Altogether, 24K bytes of memory are designed on the controller board 
if two 6264 RAMs (as IQ  and IQ ) need to be used [21].
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5.3-3 EPROM Program m er
EPROM programming is certainly one of the most powerful features of the 8052AH- 
BASIC microprocessor, and it is simple to use. Only three of the 8052AH-BASIC 
microprocessor's control pins are needed to execute and save programs in an EPROM as 
shown the hardware design in Figure 5.3-3. The 8052AH microprocessor chip actually 
generates all the timing signals needed to program a 2764 EPROM. The entire EPROM 
circuitry consists of two 74LS07 open-collector devices and a single transistor circuit that 
switches between +5v and 21 v (connected to the collector of the transistor should be a 
germunium diode like a 1N270).
Port 1, bit 4 (IC5 pin 5) is used to provide a 1 or 50 millisecond (ms) programming pulse. 
The length of the pulse is determined by whether Intel fast program EPROMs or a generic 
2764 is used. BASIC-52 calculates the length of the pulse from the assigned crystal 
value. The accuracy of this pulse is within 10 processor clock cycles. This pin is 
normally in a logical high (1) state. It is asserted low (0) to program the EPROM.
Port 1, bit 5 (IC5pin6) is used to enable the EPROM programming voltage. This pin is 
normally in a logical high (1) state, prior to the EPROM programming operation. It is 
brought to a logical low (0) state, and it is used to turn on the high voltage (21v) required 
to program the EPROMs on or off.
Figure 5.3-3 8052AH-BASIC EPROM Programmer
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BASIC-52 can save several programs as the size of the EPROM permitted and any 
program can be retrieved and executed. This sequential storage of programs is referred to 
as the EPROM file.
5.3- 4 I/O Interfacing
There are basically two hardware techniques for getting data into and out of the 
microcontroller. The first one is the parallel interface and is the most natural for the 
microprocessor. Data is read and written from an I/O device in 8 bit bytes such as from 
read/write memory. All data bits are transferred in parallel form. The second technique is 
the serial interface. The method does not come as naturally to the microcontroller, but it 
does have its advantages. The advantages of this technique are that only three wires are 
required to implement the interface. These are serial data in (RX), serial data out (TX), 
and GND. The main disadvantage is a speed penalty, it would have to take at least eight 
times as long to transmit the byte one bit at a time as it would be to transmit all 8 bits at 
once. Nevertheless, serial data communication is quite popular today. Standard RS- 
232C has become widely accepted in the computer communications field.
5.3- 4-1 Analysis of Parallel I/O Interfacing
The 8255A is a parallel programmable peripheral interfacing chip which is a very 
powerful tool for interfacing to the microprocessor. It represents the optimum use of 
available pins and is flexible enough to interface almost any I/O device without the need 
for additional external logic. The 8255A provides 24 I/O lines organized as three 8 bit I/O 
ports labeled A, B and C. All of the bits in port A or B are programmed as one byte. The 
four high and four low order bits of port C can be programmed as two separate nibbles. 
A typical design for the 8052AH-BASIC controller can be presented to show its 
capabilities [18].
Figure 5 .3-4- rsh^w ^’a complete parallel input and output interfacing circuit which 
consists of four 74LS244 tri-state octal buffer chips and one 8255A (PPL) to link with
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the controller and external facilities. Both port (A) and port (B) of the 8255A addressed 
at #0E900H and #0E901H have been selected in output mode to control the vehicle 
driving motors and two mechanical arms and PCi—PC7of the port (C) addressed at 
#0E902H have been chosen as input mode to detect the remote control signals. Two 
74LS244 buffer chips addressed at #0EA00 and #0EC00 connect with two A/D 
converters to measure the linear Hall-effect sensor signals from two hands and the other 
two addressed at #0EB00 and #0ED00 link with 4 proximity and 8 digital Hall-effect 
sensors to monitor the performances of both arms and hands [22] [25].
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Figure 53 Parallel I/O Interfacing Circuit
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53-4-2 Serial Communication
8052AH-BASIC controller is capable of sending and receiving data by using a RS-232 
serial communication method. This method defines the various signals which can be 
used in the link, and specifies the type of connector and allocation of signals to individual 
pins and also defines the signal levels and functions. However, the most important 
signals are TXD (transmitted data) and RXD (received data) which carry the actual serial 
data pulses. For most applications only a few of the signals need actually be connected 
between the units at each end of the serial link. The simplest configuration uses only the 
TX data, RX data, and GROUND lines. One problem here is that the sending and 
receiving units may not function because their handshake signal requirements have not 
been satisfied. This can be resolved by simply linking appropriate pins located at each 
end of the line. Pins 4 and 5 may be linked so that the RTS signal automatically provides 
a CTS status signal when the device wishes to send data. Similarly, DTR may be linked 
to DSR to satisfy the ready status requirement. These links are made at both ends of the 
line so that both units assume that they are able to send or receive at will. The only 
problem here is that if the receiving end unit is for some reason out of action the sending 
end unit will still send the data and automatically assume that it has been received.
Where the units at each end of the line are configured in the same way, the RX and TX 
data signals must be transposed at one end of the line, so that TXD from one end of the 
line feeds the RXD input to the unit at the remote end, and vice versa.
Using the above-mentioned method to link the 8052AH-BASIC controller with the PX-4 
computer, data is sent and received through RS-232C serial channels to enable 
communication between them. The serial port of the controller can be programmed for all 
of the standard rates up to 375k. However, as the frequency base of the controller differs 
from that of the EPSON PX-4 computer, a low speed rate (1200 baud) is considered 
more reliable foj pommunication between the controller and computer. A simple circuit 
translates the TTL levels to the RS-232C level. The circuit also eliminates the need for a 
_1 2 v supply required for RS-232C. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure 53-4-2 .
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Figure 5.3-4-2 8052AH-BASIC Serial Communication 
5.4 DATA CONVERSION
The purpose of this section is to discuss two D/A and A/D converter circuits linking the 
8052AH-controller and peripherals. Since the D/A and A/D conversion techniques are 
quite different, it is divided into two parts which would be presented as follows.
5.4-1 Analog To Digital Converter
An analog to digital converter (A/D) takes the analog input signal, samples it, and then 
produces, as its output, a coded digital word which corresponds to the level of that 
portion of the analog signal being examined. The A/D converters "encode" a given 
analog voltage into a digital output of predetermined bit length.
The ADC-0802 is an 8-bit successive approximation A/D converter which uses a 
differential potentiometric ladder, similar to the 256R products. This method is the one 
that is most popular for use in controller systems, mainly because it is relatively fast, has 
good accuracy,. can be software controlled. This type of converter approximates the 
analog input by successively trying a digital word which is calculated one bit at a time, 
starting with the MSB. It can be shown that, for N-bit resolution, at most N successive
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approximations are needed to reach the final value. Since each approximation takes only 
one clock cycle, the aperture time of this type of a converter is quite short. This is a very 
significant speed improvement over many other types of converters. Also, it offers a 













Figure 5 .4 -1  a and b Adapting the A /D  Analog Input Voltage to Match An Arbitrary
Input Signal Range
An A/D converter circuit, used as an interfacing circuit linking the controller and the 
amplifier circuit of the linear Hall-effect sensors, is shown in Figure 5.4-la. It is a 
typical application of ADC-0802 analog to digital converter. The range of input voltages 
is from 0.5 volts to 3.0 volts. The span is 2.5V and 0.5V is applied to the Vin (-) pin to 
absorb the offset. The reference voltage is made equal to half of the 2.5V span. The A/D 
now encodes the Vm(+) from 0.5V to 3.0V with the 0.5V input corresponding to zero 
and the 3.0V input corresponding to full scale. The full 8-bits of resolution are therefore
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applied over this reduced analog input voltage range. More accuracy is achieved by using 
such a design.
5.4-2 Digital To Analog Converter
The principle of a digital to analog converter (D/A) is that, when a digital input is applied, 
the analog output, which may be a current or voltage, takes a value according to the value 
of the digital input.
The D/A converter used is a DAC-0800 which is a monolithic 8-bit high speed current 
output digital-to-analog converter which contains four separate parts: A reference 
quantity (normally a voltage); a set of binary switches to simulate the binary coefficients; 
a resistive weighting network; and an output summing junction. The relative weights of
the bit current Iq, Ii ............ I7 are set by a binary-weighted resistor network. An
operational amplifier with high input impedance and a large inverting gain is used as a 
means of summing the individual bit currents and generating the corresponding analog 
voltage. The reference is a current generated from a reference voltage and a resistor.
IREF = | S  = 2mA (5.4-2-1)
Kref
Two output currents are provided. These currents I0 and Io are complementary;
Io + io = Ips ( 5.4-2- 2)
Where Ip$ = full-scale output current in mA. Ips is equal 1.992mA, with the reference 
current at 2mA.
I fs = W x | | | =  1.992mA (5.4-2-3)
As the D/A does not have a built-in reference supply, the external reference must be well 
regulated and decoupled to ground with a bypass capacitor.
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The complete DAC -  0800 digital to analog converter circuit being used to control the 
speed and the vehicle moving direction of the driving motor is shown in Figure 5.4-2. It 
uses an op-amp to convert the current to a voltage and to give a low impedance output. 
An offset nulling circuit is used and this should be adjusted to give zero output when the 
digital input code is 80H. An accurate and stable IOVdc is used to establish a 2mA 
reference current. The output voltage is given by:
Vout = 1.992mA x 5k = 9.96Vbc (5.4-2-4)
Five codes have been used, as shown at the Table 5.4-2, to produce five different 
voltages to represent the speeds and directions of the driving motor in fast-forward, slow- 
forward, fast-reverse, slow-reverse, and braking functions.
FROM 8052 CONTROL LINE FROM 8052AH DATA BUS
Figure 5.4-2 D/A Interfacing Circuit for Driving Motor Control
A D D R E S S C O D IN G F U N C T IO N O U T P U T  V O L T A G E
# 0 E 9 0 0 H 111 1 1 1 1 1 (F F) F A S T -F O R W A R D 9 .9 6 V
# 0 E 9 0 0 H 11000000 (CO) S L O W -F O R W A R D 5 .0 V
# 0 E 9 0 0 H 1 0 000000 (80) M O T O R  B R A K IN G 0 .0 V
# 0 E 9 0 0 H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 (64) S L O W -R E V E R S E - 5 .0 V
#O E 9*)0H ' j'f. p o o ooooo (00) F A S T -R E V E R S E - 1 0 V
Table 5.4-2 Driving Motor Performance Function
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5.5 REMOTE CONTROL
In order to control the automatic measurement vehicle as it moves over the power line 
cables and stops to make the measurement, a remote control facility is used. Currently, 
three most popular ways of remotely controlling a machine, without the use of wires, are 
by infrared light beam, ultrasonic and radio transmission. The structure of the longest 
span between two steel towers is about 1525 meters in NSW electricity power system 
(mentioned in Chapter I). The methods using the infrared light beams and ultrasonic 
transmission can only transmit over distances of less than 40 meters. Obviously, these 
two methods cannot be used to remotely control this vehicle. In this case, radio 
transmission is the only possibility to control the vehicle over this long distance.
An advanced multi-channel radio remote control unit using the pulse-width-modulated 
method has been chosen. The advantage of the pulse-width-modulated method is that 
noise can be avoided because it is a time division system with modulation established in 
time "duration". So, using a transmitter and receiver pair, sending and receiving 6 
different pulse widths over a maximum range of 2 kilometres can be done reliably to meet 
the long distance requirement.
5.5-1 Receiver Interface
The controller requires 6-channel inputs to enable its operation to be controlled remotely. 
The receiver provides 6 channels designed to control analog devices using pulse-width- 
modulation method. An interface has been built to convert the pulse-width-modulation 
signals into digital inputs for the controller.
Figure 5.5-la  shows a time delay pulse generator which provides one pulse delayed Ti 
seconds of width T2 seconds. The circuit waveforms in Figure 5.5-lb show each stage of 
one of the circuits. At the first stage, the rising edge of the receiver pulse triggers the 
monostable (A^wHo^e output Q2 generates a fixed length pulse of width T: seconds 
determined the timing resistor Ri and capacitor Q . The second stage, the falling edge of
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pulse triggers monostable (B) generating a pulse of width T2 set by components R2 and 
C2. Finally, the output Q2 is "ANDed" with the output signal of the receiver to give an 
output pulse only if the input pulse width is longer than Tj seconds. Such a simple 
method can convert the pulse width of the receiver to digital "on" and "off" functions 
which can be accepted by the controller.
Figure 5.5-1 a and b Interfacing Circuit of Receiver and Waveform
5.6 THE HOST COMPUTER (EPSON PX-4)
The PX-4 computer is a high performance portable computer which combines a standard 
keyboard, a liquid crystal screen which can display up to 8 by 40 character lines or up to 
240 by 60 dots of graphics, an impact dot matrix printer which provides a print buffer 
capacity of eight lines of data, and a variety of interfaces which includes the parallel and
serial facilities all in one package.
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The PX-4 computer provides the following facilities for use in controlling the automatic 
measurement vehicle by using the 8052AH controller. Its keyboard is used to start a 
cycle to the controller, which then sends back data to the PX-4 which performs 
calculations and plots the results on its printer. Figure 5.6 shows a block diagram of the 
logic configuration [28].
SYSTEMBUS
Figure 5.6 PX-4 Computer Logic Block Diagram 
5.6-1 O perating System
The operating system used with the PX-4 is an enhanced version of CP/M version 2.2. 
This operating system performs all processing required for input/output access to 
peripheral devices, making it unnecessary to be concerned with details of such operations 
when developing application programs.
„ T'rvfr......
The term CP/M stands for "control program for microcomputer" which was developed 
for the 8-bit microcomputers. The CP/M operating system is not normally used with all 8
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bit microcomputers, but only those which are based on the 8080, 8085, Z-80, and 8051 
series of CPUs (the CPU used in the PX-4 is a Z-80 compatible).
The PX-4 uses Microsoft-BASIC, an interpreter which is widely used. The interpreter 
has been enhanced to provide a variety of powerful new functions, including a time 
control function and a communication function. It makes the PX-4 computer easy to 
control and communicate with the 8052AH-BASIC controller [28].
SUMMARY
In this chapter, the hardware design methods have been widely discussed. However, an 
automatic measurement vehicle controlled by a 8052AH controller to perfectly execute 
each task on the power line cables must be combined with intelligent programs. In the 





In this chapter, the approach to the planning and designing of programs to control the 
operation of an automatic measurement vehicle will be discussed. In order to carry out a 
programming task with the fewest possible errors and highest degree of reliability and 
security, a well-organized program development process must be defined, which should 
consist of the two following steps:
1. Program Planning----------- Decide what the program is to achieve.
2. Program Design--------------Plan how the program will work.
Each step will be discussed below.
6 .1 -1  Program  Planning
The program planning is important because the program is used to control the execution 
of complex tasks in a particular environment. The planning must include the following:
. A clear statement of what the program is expected to accomplish.
. A list of the inputs to the program.
This list must include all data that the program requires in order to accomplish its goals, 
and their sources. Potential sources include input from the data files, communication 
input, as well as input from the interfacing circuits.
. A list of outputs from the program.
The list must contain all data derived from running the program and the form in which the 
data is output: printer, control tasks, and so forth.
. An analysis of. tjxe data manipulation required to be accomplished within the program. 
That means, the way the program operates on the data in order to transform inputs into 
the required outputs.
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6.1-2 P rogram  Design
The second step in program development is transforming the planning into a design. The 
program design should include a description of any data organization that the program 
requires and should include a description of any required algorithms for manipulating the 
data, such as calculations, data searching, data processing, data input and output.
Having gone through the methods of program planning and design, a program for task 
execution by the automatic measurement vehicle can now be written. A design method 
for the main program will be presented in Section 2, and a number of key subroutines 
will be discussed in Section 3.
6.2 MAIN PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The main program is divided into two major parts. One is a 8052AH-BASIC program 
written in BASIC high level language and Intel-8051 assembly language. The other part 
is an EPSON PX-4 microsoft BASIC program. The design method of this main program 
is that the PX-4 computer will be used as a host computer, which acts like the brain of the 
automatic measurement vehicle to oversee the control of its activities. The controller is 
considered as the muscle and only manipulates the input and output operations. Each 
function done by the controller will be initiated by the host computer. To clearly 
understand the performance of the main program, the execution method of the main 
program will be explained in this section. A detailed description of each subroutine will 
be presented in the next section.
As can be seen from the flowchart of the main program shown in Figure 6.1, an 
important feature of the program is the computer communication method by which the 
two separate programs integrate into a whole. To analyze the main program, it is 
necessary to introduce the software communication method used in this main program.
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6.2-1 Software Com munication
The following examples illustrate the program code used for communication to make it 




1000 OPEN "O” #2, "COMO: (A8N3FNN) 
1020 OPEN "I", #1, "COM0:(A8N3FNN)"
1040 PRINT #2," A "---------------------
1060 INPUT #1,B
1080 IF B<>6 THEN GOTO 1020
1100 CLOSE #2
1120 CLOSE #1
10 REM ; RECEIVE "A" FROM PX-4
20 REM; SEND "B" TO PX-4 
30 A=GET
40 IF A <>65 GOTO 30 
50 B=6











OPEN "I” #1, "COMO: (A8N3FNN) 
OPEN "O" #2, "COMO: (A8N3FNN)
INPUT #1, NUM ----------------------
PRINT #2, C
IF NUM <> 10 THEN GOTO 1000 
CLOSE#1 
CLOSE #2
100 REM ; SEND " 10 " BACK TO PX-4 
120 PRINT USING (##.), 10 
140 C=GET
160 IF C o  67 THEN GOTO 120 
180 END
In the host computer, the RS-232C communication interface is opened for data 
transmission and reception by executing the OPEN statement [30].
Format: OPEN < mode >, < file number >, " COMO: [ ( options)]"
Mode: Specify " I" when the file is to be opened for input (receive) and " O " when it is 
to be opened for output (transmit).
File number: Specify any number from 1 to 15, smaller than the number specified in 
the /F: parametçç of(th£ BASIC command. Thereafter the file is identified by this number 
in the program.
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Drive: Specify one of the communication device names COMO: to COM3:.
Option: Specify the data communication protocol (A), baud rate (3), the number of 
bits comprising the character (8), the type of parity (NN), the number of stop bits (N) and 
the selection of the shift-in/shift-out control mode (F).
Output to the RS-232C interface: Data can be sent to the RS-232C interface in the 
same way as writing data to a file on an auxiliary storage device such as RAM disk using 
the PRINT# or WRITE# statements.
Input from the RS-232C interface: Data can be received from the RS-232C 
interface in the same way as reading data from a file on an auxiliary storage device such 
as the RAM disk. The statements and functions that are used to receive data from the RS- 
232C are INPUT # and LINE INPUT # (statements) and INPUT $ (function).
Transmission commands from the host computer to the controller start with the host 
computer executing the OPEN statement defined as output mode. The data is sent by 
using a PRINT# or a WRITE statement to send commands to the controller. A GET 
input statement of the controller is used to wait for the commands from the host 
computer. The controller will only proceed when a command has been received from the 
host computer. Otherwise, a loop keeps the program waiting for the next command from 
the host.
Transferring data from the controller back to the host computer is done using a PRINT or 
PRINT USING statement to send the data. The host computer would have an OPEN 
statement defining the mode as input. An INPUT statement can be used to receive data 
from the controller. Once the data has been received, a CLOSE statement will close the 
RS-232C device in the host.
Having described thé.communication method between the computers, the following 
explanation of the main program should be easier to understand [17].
Flowchart C-l MA IN  PROGRAM 01- Tllli AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT VEHICLE
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6.2-2 Explanation of The Main Program
This main program has been designed in five stages as follows: 1) driving the motors, 2) 
mechanical arm operation, 3) mid-span joint detection, 4) data transmission to host 
computer, 5) data processing and data plotting.
The purpose of the host computer is to:
Send commands to the controller to tell it to execute the required operation; and 
Receive all information from the controller to further process, calculate and finally plot 
results from a graphic printer.
The operation of the controller includes:
Reading signals from the linear Hall-effect sensor to enable the relative position of the 
steel sleeve inside the aluminium sleeve to be determined;
Monitoring the proximity sensors to set the hand in the proper measurement position on 
the aluminium sleeve;
Monitoring the three digital Hall-effect sensors (Top), (Bottom) and (Down) to control 
the vertical motion of the arm;
Detecting signals from the length sensor to be used to calculate the length of the 
aluminium sleeve;
Waiting for the remote control signals from the receiver to control the motion of the 
driving motor;
Controlling the driving motors with two speeds, two-directions and the braking modes; 
Controlling the speed and direction of the arm motor by using two speed signals and one 
directional signal; and
Transmitting data back to the host computer.
To achieve these tasks, an intelligent software design to operate the system is required.
1. Driving Motoj:^
To start this program, a "RUN” command is sent from the PX-4 computer to the 
controller to make execute the driving motor routine and then a control command coded
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"2" will be immediately sent to the controller to stop the driving motors. This initialises 
the operating condition.
Once the program gets into the driving motor routine, it will wait for the remote control 
signals. These are to drive motor fast-forward coded "4", slow-forward coded "5", fast­
reverse coded "6", and slow-reverse coded "7". These four codes represent four modes 
which are selected by the operator using the remote control. The fast speed is to allow the 
vehicle to travel as fast as possible along the cable. The slow speed is to travel over 
obstacles and to make a measurement. There is also a braking function which can stop 
the vehicle.
The driving control program has been designed to restrict the vehicle from changing from 
a reverse direction to a forward direction or a forward direction to a reverse direction 
unless the braking mode is set first. When the moving direction of the vehicle has been 
set, the selection of the vehicle's moving mode can only change the speed and select 
braking mode.
2. Mechanical Arm Operation: ■.
The mechanical arm operation requires a sequence of three commands from the operator. 
These commands are to stop the vehicle, select measurement mode and select a direction 
of scan.
Under the control of the program, the forearm rises up towards the aluminium sleeve. It 
will be stopped when the digital Hall-effect sensor (Bottom) changes to asserted and back 
to not asserted. Then, the vehicle slowly moves along the cables to allow the mechanical 
hand to search for the end of the sleeve by the de-activated proximity sensor, while the 
program* monitors both digital Hall-effect sensors (Top) and (Bottom) to control the 
forearm vertical motion. Once the hand sits at the end of the aluminium sleeve, the 
program will get ijito the next stage which is the mid-span joint detection.
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3. Mid-Span Joint Detection:
This program loops continuously while the vehicle moves slowly from one end of the 
aluminium sleeve to the other. During each loop, it takes a reading of the linear Hall­
effect sensor and checks the proximity sensors for the end of the sleeve. The length 
sensor is detected by using an interrupt function to ensure no pulses are lost. The 
program ends when the proximity sensors indicate the end of the sleeve, at which time the 
arm is retracted back into the container. The main program will jump to the data 
transmission program.
4. Data transmission:
All information, namely direction movement, number of sleeve measured (there may be 
move than one sleeve and one span), the length of the sleeve and measured mid-span joint 
data must be sent back to the host computer to be further processed. The software 
communication method mentioned above will be used to transmit all relevant information 
back to the PX-4 host computer. When the controller finishes transmitting all 
information, it will wait for a command from the host computer. Once the host computer 
receives all the information from the controller, the RS-232C device is closed by using a 
CLOSE statement. The host computer then starts to process this information.
5. Data processing and plotting:
The first information processed must be vehicle moving direction. The numbers "32 and 
"31" represent forward direction mode and reverse direction mode respectively. If the 
number "31" is transferred back into the host computer, all signals measured from the 
aluminium sleeve would be processed by a "data swapping subroutine before further 
processing. When the number "32" has been accepted into the host computer, the signals 
can be directly processed by using a "data smoothing method" to smooth some of the 
noise from the signal. After completely processing all the necessary signals, the program 
gets into the finâ l stage, which is the data plotting program routine. This routine is 
composed of a graphics subroutine and a signal plotting subroutine. Three different 
graphics can be chosen depending on the sleeve length which are 64cm, 72cm and 80cm.
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These three sizes are represented by small, medium and large sleeves. After plotting the 
graphics on the printer including month, date, time, count number of the sleeve, the shape 
of the sleeve and the length of the mid-span joint, the relevant signals would be plotted on 
the printer to present the measurement results of the aluminium sleeve and then a 
command will be sent from the host computer to the controller to allow a restart to the 
driving motor operation. Thus, a complete cycle of this main program has been finished.
In general, this main program is comprised of the five stages above. However, a number 
of detailed procedures are involved with each stage. A further discussion about some key 
procedures will be analyzed in the following section.
6.3 SUBROUTINE DESIGN
This section contains a description of a number of key subroutines are used to process 
data and implement different operations which include data smoothing, data swapping 
and the vehicle operations. These subroutines will be discussed in sequence according to 
the main program operation.
Subroutine 6-1 (controller) Remote control signal search
To start the program, the controller scans the port PCrPC7 with PC6 not used addressed 
at #0E902H to search for the remote control signals which are transmitted from the 
remote control transmitter. Six functions, fast-forward, slow-forward, fast-reverse, 
slow-reverse, stop and measurement, have been designed to control the performance of 
the vehicle.
Signal testing logic uses the fact that two multi-position joystick switches transmit signals 
to a 6-channel receiver to produce 6 different frequency signals. A direct-bit-test 
operation loops to search the port PQ -PQ  with PC6not used. When a 1 is detected, it 
means one of the jemote control signals has been located; thus the program will execute 
the next step to set the code defined by this function and then go back to the main 
program to execute the operation of the driving motor speed and direction control.
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Subroutine 6-2,3,4,5 (controller)
Selection of driving motor speed and direction
These four subroutines are designed in the same way to select different speeds and bi­
directional modes. These are fast-forward, slow-forward, fast-reverse and slow-reverse 
modes which are used to control the motion of the vehicle. Once the remote control 
receiver obtains one of four signals from the transmitter which would indicate one of the 
four modes, the main program jumps to the desired location. Each subroutine has three 
operating functions:
(1) Setting the speed and direction which depend on the instruction of the main program.
(2) Searching for the stopping signal from the remote control receiver of the remote 
control to guarantee the vehicle working in a reliable environment.
(3) Changing to a required speed.
For example: the signal for a low speed and forward-direction coded "5" has been 
detected. A driving motor low-speed and forward-direction operation will be executed. 
After selecting the mode and sending the code to the D/A converter, the program starts to 
search for the stop signal located at port PCi from the receiver in case of the emergent 
needs. When port PC! is equal to "1", the stop code will be set (#02H) and the program 
will exit to return back to the main program. However, when port PQ is equal to "0", 
the program will go to the next step to search for the fast-forward mode coded by port 
PC2. Once the fast-forward signal has been sensed, the fast-forward code will be set 
(#04H) and the program will go to the fast-forward operation. Otherwise, the program 
will keep looping to search for both signals.
Subroutine 6-6 (controller) Mechanical arm operation
The operation "of the'mechanical arm is one of the most important operations in this 
project. The results detected from the aluminium sleeve by the mechanical hand require
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reliable performance of the mechanical arm in its vertical movements. To achieve this, 
proper software design is required. The program consists of three parts: (1) Setting the 
initial conditions of the mechanical arm. (2) The vertical motion of the mechanical arm. 
(3) The horizontal operation of the mechanical arm.
1. Before executing the operation of the arm, the controller searches for the forward and 
reverse signals from the receiver of the remote control. Port PC3 and port PC4 signals 
determine the direction of motion of the vehicle. After one of these two signals has been 
sensed, the program will continuously check port PC7 to wait for the measurement 
signal. Once this signal is equal to "1", the vehicle will stop moving and the arm will 
start to move upwards at fast speed.
2. The speed of the arm is reduced when digital Hall-effect sensor (Bottom) is asserted. 
The arm motor stops when digital Hall-effect sensor (Bottom) is not asserted. This 
indicated that rollers of the hand are in contact with the aluminium sleeve with the correct 
contact force. Once the vertical motion of the arm has finished, horizontal operation of 
the arm will be immediately started.
3. The vehicle starts to slowly move on the power line cables with a direction determined 
by the previous setting of the directional signal. The vehicle stops moving when one of 
the proximity sensors is de-activated. At that moment, the hand will be set at a position 
either at the left or right end of the aluminium sleeve. If the hand has been stopped at the 
left end of the aluminium sleeve, a forward motion of the vehicle will be executed. 
Otherwise, a reverse motion of the vehicle will be executed when the hand is set at the 
right end of the aluminium sleeve to implement the measurement operation.
Subroutine 6-7 (controller) Linear Hall-effect sensors detection
The hand scans the aluminium sleeve to measure the relative position of the steel sleeve 
inside the aluifuniiirii'sleeve by using two linear Hall-effect sensors. It must be 
mentioned that the 8052AH-BASIC processor has a special function for converting
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binary numbers to decimal numbers to help process from the data the A to D converter. 
To start the program, the controller reads the data from the A/D converter located at 
#0EA00H and converts the data by using the function code #09AH to automatically 
convert binary numbers to floating point decimal numbers which can be easily sent back 
to the BASIC program to be further calculated.
CWFT = FAST FORWARD 
CWSL -  SLOW FORWARD 
CCWFT = FAST REVERSE 
OCWSL = SLOW REVERSE 















































Flowchart 6-2 (Controller) "Driving Motor Fast-Forward Mode^











Flowchart 6-4 (Controller) "Driving Motor Fast-Reverse Mode" f
Flowchart 6-5 (Controller) "Driving Motor Slow-Reverse Mode
Flowchart 6-6 (Controller) "Mechanical Arm Operation" (Continued)
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Flowchart 6-6  (Controller) "Mechanical Arm Operation"
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Flowchart 6-7 (Controller) "Linear Hall-Effect Sensors Detection"
Subroutine 6-8 (controller) Mechanical hand control
It is important that the hand maintains contact with the sleeve as measurement are made. 
To ensure this, the controller must control the vertical movement of the wrist to keep the 
spring in the wrist in its working range during the measurement period.
The program will search for the signal of the digital Hall-effect sensor (Top) addressed at 
#0EB01H by using a looping function. When the hand is pressed by the vibrating cable 
to cause the neck of the wrist to retract down to over its maximum limitation, the sensor 
(Top) is sensed and the motor will be turned in a counter-clockwise rotation to make the 
mechanical arp^go^pwn until the digital Hall-effect sensor (Bottom) is sensed. Once 
sensor (Bottom) addressed at #0EB0 activates, the mechanical arm will rise up again until 
the sensor (Bottom) de-activates.
3
^ ^ R E T U R N ^ ^
Flowchart 6-8 (Controller) "Mechanical Arm Control"
Flowchart 6-9 (Controller) "Retraction of Mechanical Arm
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Subroutine 6-9 (Controller) Retraction of mechanical arm
After executing the operation of measuring the mid-span joint, the mechanical forearm 
must be retracted back to the container to avoid being hit by obstacles attached to the 
power line cables. To start this program, fast speed in the counter-clockwise direction is 
output to the arm motor at address #0E902H. The motor will be turned off when the 
signal set " 1" is sensed from the Hall-effect sensor (Down) address at #0EB03H which 
indicates that the forearm has been completely retracted back into the container.
Subroutine 6-10 (host-computer) Data smoothing
This program provides a method to smooth fluctuating data by using a moving average. 
In this procedure one takes a fixed number of points, adds their ordinates together, and 
divides by the number of points to obtain the average ordinates at the centre abscissa of 
the group. Next, the point at one end of the group is dropped, the next point at the other 
end added, and the process is repeated.
Figure 6-10 illustrates how the moving average can be obtained. While there is a much 
simpler way to compute the moving average than the one described, the following 
description is correct and can be extended to more sophisticated methods as will be seen 
shortly. This description is based on the concept of a convolution function. The set of 
numbers at the right are the data or ordinate values. Those at the left, the abscissa 
information. The outlined block in the centre can be considered to be a separate piece of 
paper on which are written a new set of abscissa numbers, ranging from -2 through zero 
to +2. The C's at the right represent the convoluting integers. For the moving average 
each C is numerically equal to one. To perform a convolution of the ordinate numbers in 
the table of data with a set of convoluting integers Q , each number in the block is 
multiplied by the corresponding number in the table of data, the resulting products are 
added and this s^pa is divided by 5. The set of ones is the convoluting function, and the 
number by which it is divided, in this case, 5 is the normalizing factor. To get the next
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1798.8 xo-2 C-2 725
1798.6 x0 -1 C.1 730
1798.4 x0 Co 735
1798.2 x0+l Cl 736
1798.0 x0 +2 C2 741
1797.8 741
1797.6 750
The concept of convolution can be generalized beyond the simple moving average. In the 
general case the C's represent any set of convoluting integers. There is an associated 
normalizing or scaling factor. The procedure is to multiply C_2 times the number opposite 
it, then C_i by its number, etc, sum the results, divide by the normalizing factor, if 
appropriate, and the result is the desired function evaluated at the point indicated by C0. 
For the next point, the set of convoluting integers will be moved down and repeated, etc. 
The mathematical description of this process is:
i= - m
*  I  C i  Y j + i
Y = i=m
j N
The index j represents the running index of the ordinate data in the original data table. 
For the moving average, each Ci is equal to one and N is the number of convoluting 
integers. A 15-points smoothing BASIC language program has been used to improve the 
plotting results detected by mechanical hand from the power line cable [29].
Subroutine 6-11 (host-computer) Data swapping
The subroutine called data swapping has been designed to allow data which have been 




Plotting linear Hall-effect sensor signals
Plotting of the signals measured from the aluminium sleeve by using the linear Hall-effect
sensors is done using standard output statements provided in the PX-4 BASIC. This is
done by using both PSET and LINE statements to assemble points into the plotting
pattern. The program is listing follows:
5000 DIST = 3.5 
5020 XX = 20 
5040 JJ = JJ - 1 
5060 Y = 62 /2+1  
5080 PSET (XX,Y)
5100 W ( I )  = X ( I ) - X ( I - 1 ) + 1  
5120 I = 1 : S  = 1:SS = W ( I )
5140 INC = DIST/W ( I )
5160 FOR U = S TO SS STEP 1 
5180 Y = 6 3 - ( Z ( U ) *  2 0 + 1 )  
5200 LINE-(XX,Y j  
5220 XX = XX + INC * 2.6 
5240 NEXT 
5260 RETURN
In essence, this program expects the X and Y values for all the points to be available for it 
in the array X () and Y (). The number of points to be plotted must be held in X(0). The 
program draws the axes, graduates the axes and plots the numerical values corresponding 
to the end of the axes. It plots the points with an appropriate scaling factor. This means 
that virtually whatever the ranges of the values are supplied as the coordinates for the 
points, they are suitably scaled for display.
START
Flowchart 6-10 (Host-computer) "Data smoothing
Flowchart 6-11 (Host-computer) "Swapping data" . ,
Flowchart 6-12 (Host-computer) "Plotting Linear Hall-effect sensor signals
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SUMMARY
The programs for controlling an automatic measurement vehicle have been presented in 
this section. One of the important tools of this vehicular software design is adoption of a 
number of subroutines as part of the design and selection process. There are a total of 14 
subroutines designed by using assembly language programming to manipulate the input 
and output functions and 7 subroutines designed by using BASIC language to execute 
data processing, calculation and plotting. The following chapter will show the results of 
three different sizes of sleeves in the forward and reverse measuring conditions.
CHAPTER VII
RESULTS
In the previous chapters, an automatic measurement vehicle has been completely 
discussed. In this chapter, the results, which have been obtained so far in the laboratory, 
will be illustrated and also photos of hands, arms and vehicle will be presented.
Measurements on the prototype vehicle gave the following characteristics:
Gross weight of 136 kgm; maximum speed of 0.5 m/s (1.7 km/h) with a slow 
speed (which is easily changed) of 0.23 m/s (0.83 km/h). The maximum speed is 
set by the gear ratios which were chosen to give the ability to climb a 12 degree 
slope. With 40 ampere hour battery capacity, the estimated range is 10 hours of 
operation at maximum speed with the occasional measurement cycle.
The following figures show the plots obtained for showing the position of the steel sleeve 
inside the three different length aluminium sleeves. The figures show the plots which are 
obtained from the PX-4 printer. They show the actual points measured and from these 
are calculated the position of the steel sleeve in terms of its distance from each end of the 
aluminium sleeve. To be in the ideal position, the distance from the near end should be 
the same as the distance from the far end. This is not the case in any of the examples 
shown.
The forward and reverse measurement results of the vehicle are shown in the second 
graphic. Using data swapping, the results from a forward pass and a reverse pass can be 
plotted in the same sense and easily compared to estimate the real position of the steel 
sleeve. The third set of figures shows the effect of smoothing the data which helps in the 
accurate locatioji pfjhe steel sleeve inside the aluminium sleeve by the program from the
data.
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SM ALLEST SIZE CONDUCTOR M EASUREM ENT
MSJ POSITION FORW ARD
THE DIAM ETER OF T U B E : SMALLEST





THE PRESENT POSITION OF SLEEVE (c m ): 
NEAR E N D  = 12.359  
FAR E N D  = 21 .776
M EDIUM  SIZE CONDUCTOR M EASUREM ENT
MSJ POSITION FORW ARD
THE DIAM ETER OF T U B E : MEDIUM
THE LENGTH OF T U B E  & SLEEVE ( c m )  : 67, 31
THE PRESENT POSITION OF SLEEVE (c m ): 
N EA R E N D  =  13.245  
FAR E N D  =  23 .4 7 6
CM
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FORW ARD MOVING CONDITION
MSJ POSITION FORW ARD
TH E DIAM ETER OF T U B E  : LARGEST
TH E LENG TH  OF TU BE & SLEEVE ( c m )  : 72, 33
NEA R E N D  =  12.037  
FA R  EN D  =  27 .332
REVERSE MOVING CONDITION
MSJ POSITION REVERSE
THE DIAM ETER OF T U B E  : LARGEST
THE LENG TH  OF TUBE & SLEEVE ( c m ) : 72, 33
N E A R  E N D  =  27.216  
FA R  E N D  =  11.802
USING SM OOTHING METHOD
MSJ POSITION FO RW ARD
THE DIAM ETER OF T U B E  : LARGEST
THE LENGTH OF T U B E  & SLEEVE ( c m ) : 72, 33
N EA R END = 18.143  
FA R  END =  25.402
W ITHO UT USING SM OOTHING M ETHOD
MSJ POSITION REVERSE
THE DIAM ETER OF T U B E : LARGEST
THE LENGTH OF T U BE & SLEEVE ( q m ) : 72, 33
N EA R E N D  =  18.121 
FA R  EN D  =  25.776
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(a)
Photos a and b (a) Mechanical Hand Front View Without Magnets.




Photos a and b (a) Mechanical Arm Front View With Magnets 
(b) Mechanical Arm Side View With Magnets.
I l l
Photo: Automatic Measurement Vehicle With One Arm Suitable For Single Conductor
CONCLUSION
The work described in this thesis centres upon the design of an automatic measurement 
vehicle to replace the manual method of detection which is considered to be not feasible 
for inaccessible joints. The research work has been done and an unmanned motor-driven 
vehicle has been constructed which contains two major parts. The first part is a 
mechanical structure including sensor units. The second one is a control system.
The mechanical structure consists of mechanical hands, mechanical arms and a vehicular 
body.
Mechanical hands:
The mechanical hands are expected to perform the following tasks:
1) Detection of the mid-span joint.
2) Detection of the position of the aluminium sleeve.
3) Provide signals to allow calculation of the length of the aluminium sleeve. 
Mechanical arms:
The mechanical arm consist of the wrist, forearm and upper-arm. The forearm provides 
a vertical movement during the measurement period. The wrist has a structure which 
includes a fairly strong compression spring which provides an up-down motion. Thus, 
the mechanical hand can allow for roughness while making a measurement.
Vehicle body structure:
The vehicle is constructed in a manner that it can securely and steadily move along the 
power line cables^aMmove over dampers, spacers and aluminium sleeves.
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Control system:
The complete control system of the automatic measurement vehicle includes a host 
computer, an 8052AH-BASIC microprocessor, interfacing circuits, a driving motor 
control unit and a remote control unit.
The performance of the vehicle is under the control of a controller through the command 
of a host-computer to execute each function and task, such as; dual-direction movement 
on the cables at different speeds, braking the driving motor in case of emergency, the up- 
down motion of the mechanical arms and detection by the mechanical hands of the 
position of the mid-span joint. The measurement results will be plotted upon completion 
of data processing by the host computer
To control the vehicle on the power line cable on completion of each task, a 
communication method between the operator and vehicle has been designed. A digital 
multichannel remote control unit which transmits a control signal to the receiver from the 
transmitter and be able to reliably "sense" up to 2 kilometres is used.
Up this stage, the development of the vehicle is completely finished. However, many 
aspects of its construction such as simplifying the mechanical structure of the vehicle and 
design of more intelligent software can be further improved. Tests of the vehicle on 
actual transmission lines also needs to be carried out.
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VEHICLE DRIVING MOTOR CONTROL CIRCUIT (part-3) _
(motor drive)
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APPENDIX-II
SYSTEM CONTROL MAIN PROGRAM
(EPSON-PX4 MICROSOFT BASIC COMPUTER)
SYSTEM CONTROL MAIN PROGRAM
(EPSON PX-4 BASIC LANGUAGE)
1000 REM - ...........................................- ....................................................................... .............. ................
1020 REM THIS SYSTEM CONTROL PROGRAM DESIGNED BY USING EPSON PX-4 BASIC 
1040 REM LANGUAGE IS THE MAIN PROGRAM WHICH COMMUNICATES WITH THE 
1060 REM 8052AH-BASIC CONTROLLER TO CONTROL THE AUTOMATIC MEASUREMENT 
1080 REM VEHICLE. THE PERFORMANCE OF THE VEHICLE WOULD BE UNDER THE 
1100 REM CONTROL OF THE MICROPROCESSOR COMMANDED BY EPSON PX-4-HOST 
1120 REM COMPUTER TO BE EXECUTED EACH FUNCTION AND TASK.
1140 REM
1160 REM............... ............................................- .......................... ..................... .............. - ........................
1180 REM
1200 DIM Z (1500), X (500), W (500)
1220 CLS
1240 REM------------- ------------ .......................................- ................ - - .....................................................
1260 REM AUTOMATIC MEASUREMEMT VEHICLE
1280 REM..............................................................................................- ...................................... - ..............
1300 REM
1320 OPEN " O ”, #1, "COMO: (A8N3FNN)"
1340 OPEN " I ", #2, "COMO: (A8N3FNN)"




1440 REM.................... - .....................................- .............................- - - .....................................................
1460 REM WAITING FOR INFORMATION FROM 8052AH— CONTROLLER
1480 REM.................................................................. - ......................... ....................................................- -
1500 REM
1520 LOCATE 2,2: PRINT"****WAITING FOR PLOTTING SIGNAL****":
1540 LOCATE 6,3: PRINT" 1) DIRECTION ?"
1560 LOCATE 6,4: PRINT" 2) LENGTH OF CONDUCTOR ?"
1580 LOCATE 6,5: PRINT" 3) CONDUCTOR COUNT NUMBER ?"
1600 LOCATE 6 ,6: PRINT" 4) LENGTH SENSOR SIGNAL ?"
1620 LOCATE 6,7: PRINT" 5) HALL EFFECT SENSORS SIGNAL ?"
1640 REM
1660 r e m .................. ................ - ---------------- ------------------------------------ ------------------ ---------
1680 REM CHECK DRIVING MOTOR BRAKING SIGNAL
1700 REM............. ...................... - -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
1720 REM
1740 OPEN "I", #2,"COMO:(A8N3FNN)"
1760 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 1780 
1780 INPUT #2, BRAKE1 
1800 IF BRAKE1=70 THEN GOTO 1880 
1820 ELSE






I960 REM - ......................................................................................................................................................
1980 REM SEARCH VEHICLE MOVING DIRECTION SIGNAL
2000 REM................................................................................................................................................... ..
2020 REM
2040 OPEN " I ", #2," COMO: (A8N3FNN)"
2060 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 2080
2080 INPUT #2,DIR
2100 IF DIR=31 THEN GOTO 2160
2120 IF DIR=32 THEN GOTO 2200




2220 GOTO 2240 „
3340 LOCATE 6,3;PRINT" i
2260 LOCATE 10,3: PRINT" RECEIVED";
2280 CLOSE
2300 REM . t .................................................. ..........
2340 REM ' '^ ìfe iÉ IV E  SIGNAL FROM 8052AH-CONTROLLER
2360 REM............. - ................................. .......................................... - - .......................................................
2380 REM
2400 OPEN " I ",#2,"COM0: (A8N3FNN)"
2420 INPUT #2, DIS
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2440 IF DIS>20 THEN GOTO 2480 ■
2460 GOTO 2420 
2480 CLOSE
2500 LOCATE 6,4: PRINT"
2520 LOCATE 10,4: PRINT'RECEIVE";
2540 REM
2560 REM....................................................................................................................................................
2580 REM RECEIVE MESSAGE "NUM" FROM 8052AH--CONTROLLER
2600 REM..................................... - ..................- .....................................................................................
2620 REM
2640 OPEN " I ", #2, "COM0:(A8N3FNN)"
2660 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 2680 
2680 INPUT #2, NUM
2700 IF NUM=0 THEN NUM=NUM+1: GOTO 2760 
2720 IF NUM.O THEN GOTO 2760 
2740 GOTO 2680 
2760 CLOSE
2780 LOCATE 6,5: PRINT" ";
2800 LOCATE 6,5: PRINT" RECIEVE";
2820 REM 
2840 REM
2860 R E M ........................ - ....................................................................- - - -------- ------------------------
2880 REM RECEIVE LENGTH SENSOR SIGNAL
2900 REM........ .............. ............ ........................ - ...................................................- -----------------------
2920 REM
2940 OPEN " I ", #2, "COMO: (A8N3FNN)"
2960 IF EOF(2) THEN GOTO 2980
2980 INPUT #2, JJ




3080 REM.................. ......................... - .................................................................- ...............................
3100 REM RECEIVE LENGTH SENSOR SIGNAL FROM 8052AH-CONTROLLER
3120 REM............. ................... - ..............................................- .............................- ...............................
3140 REM .
31601=1
3180 OPEN " I ", #2," COMO: ( A8N3FNN)"
3200 FOR 1=1 TO JJ STEP 1 
3220 INPUT #2, X( I )
3240 NEXT I 
3260 CLOSE
3280 LOCATE 6,6: PRINT" ";
3300 LOCATE 10,6: PRINT " RECIEVE ";
3310 REM
3320 R |7
3340 REM RECEIVE MESSAGE FROM 8052AH-CONTROLLER
3360 REM.......... ............................................ - .......................................-............................................... .
3380 REM 
3400 I =1
3420 OPEN "I", #2," COMO: ( A8N3FNN)"
3440 FOR T=1 TO 300 STEP 1 
3460 INPUT #2, Z( I )
3480 IF Z( I ) = 0 AND I >= 30 THEN GOTO 3540 
35001 = 1+1 
3520 NEXT I 




3620 FOR T = 1 
3640 NEXT T 
3660 CLS: REM
6.7 : PRINT"
10.7 :PRINT" RECEIVE"; 
TO 400 STEP 1
CLEAN SCREEN
3680 REM 
3700 REM SMOOTHING METHOD
3720 R EM ........................................................................................................
3740 REM
3760 LET ZSUM=0:LET ZSUM1=0:LET ZSUM2=0:LET ZSUM3=0
3780 X = C-14
3800 FOR J = 2 TO 21 STEP 1
38201 = J - l  ,
3840 ZP(J_) = Z f i  p * - i  * -  - 
3860 NEXT J
3880 REM --------------------- ------- SMOOTHING LOOPING-------------
3900 FOR J =  1 TO X STEP 1
3920 I = J + 20
1 2 8
3940 FOR K = 1 TO 20 STEP 1
3960 KA = K + 1
3980 ZP ( 2 1 )  = ZP ( K A )
4000 NEXT K 
4020 ZP ( 2 1 )  = ZP ( I )
4040 ZSUM1 = 329*ZP(ll)+324* (ZP(10) + ZP(12)) + 309* (ZP(9) + ZP(13))+ 284 * (ZP(8) +ZP(14)) 
4060 ZSUM2 + 249*(ZP(7) + ZP(15)) +204* (ZP(6) + ZP(16)) +149*(ZP(5) +ZP(17)) +84*(ZP(40
4§To(1Z^{jM 3 =9 *(ZP(3) ZP(19)) - 76*(ZP(2) + ZP(20)) - 171*(ZP(1) +ZP (21))
4100 ZSUM = ZSUM1 + ZSUM2 + ZSUM3
4120 X (J 0 = ZSUM / 3059 





4240 REM............. - ..................... ............................... - _________ ______________
4260 REM DETECTING PROGRAMM
4280REM----------------------------------- ----------------- -------------- ------------------------
4300 REM
4320 IF B 1 = DIR THEN GOTO 4380 
4340 ELSE
4360 IF B2 = DIR THEN GOTO 4420 
4380 LOCATE 14,5 :PRINT " FORWARD";
4400 GOTO 3900
4420 LOCATE 14,5 :PRINT " REVERSE";
4440 GOSUB 6520
4460 LOCATE 2,2 :PRINT " TIME ="; TIMES 
4480 LOCATE 26,2 :PRINT " DATE ="; DATES 
4500 LOCATE 11,4 :PRINT " THE MSJ POSITION";
4520 LOCATE 2,5 :PRINT " DIRECTION";
4540 REM
4560 REM - ...................................................................- ................................................
4580 REM PLOT ALUMINIUM CONDUCTOR SHAPE
4600 REM--------------------- --------------- ----------------------- ------------------- -----------
4620 REM
4640 LINE (20,54 ) - ( 184,54 )
4680 LINE (20,62 ) - (184,62 )
4700 LINE ( 20,54 ) - ( 20, 62)
4720 LINE (  184,54 )- ( 184,62 )
4740 FOR S = 57 TO 59 STEP 1 
4760LINE ( 66, S ) - (  138,S )
4780 NEXT S
4800 LINE (20,54 ) - ( 14,57 )
4820 LINE ( 20,62 ) - ( 14,59 )
4840 LINE ( 14,57 ) - ( 14,59 )
4860 LINE ( 184,54) - ( 190,57 )
4880 LINE ( 184,62) - ( 190,59 )
4900 LINE ( 190,57 ) - ( 190,59 )
4920 COPY 
4940 CLS
4960 LINE (20 ,1 ) - (20,60)
4980 FOR X=1 TO 60 STEP 1 
5000 LINE (15,X ) - ( 20,X )
5020 NEXT X
5040 FOR J=1 TO 60 STEP 1 
5060 LINE (18 ,J ) - ( 20,J )
5080 NEXT J
5100 LOCATE 6,1 :PRINT" V "
5120 FOR J=1 TO 3 STEP 1 
5140 LOCATE 1,8-2.4*J 
5160PRINT USING "#."; J / l  
5180 NEXT J  




5300 REM SELECT THE LENGTH OF CONDUCTOR
5320 REM................................................................................. .................................
5340 REM
5360 IF DIS < 50 OR D IS>90 GOTO 5460 
5380 ELSE ^
5400 IF DIS >=5z Aii& ’DIS <= 70 GOTO 5500 
5420 ELSE
5440 IF DIS >=70 AND DIS <=90 GOTO 5540 
5460 GOSUB 6840 
5480 GOTO 5640
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5500 GOSUB 7900 
5520 GOTO 5640 
5540 GOSUB 8900 
5560 GOTO 5640 
5580 GOSUB 9940 
5600 GOTO 5640 
5620 REM
5640 REM .......................................... ..........................
5660 REM SEND MESSAGE BACK
5680 REM.................................. - ...............................
5700 REM
5720 OPEN " O ", #1, "COMO: ( A8N3FNN )"; 
5740 ABC = 15
5760 FOR S = 1 TO 100 STEP 1 
5780PRINT #1, "ABC"













6040 DIST = 3.5 
6060 XX = 20 
6080 JJ = JJ - 1 
6100 WJJ = X ( JJ )
6120 Y= 6 2 /2 + 1  
6140 PSET ( XX,Y )
6160 FOR 1 = 2 TO JJ -1  STEP 
6180 W ( I )  = X ( I ) - X ( I - 1 ) + 1  
6200 NEXT I
6220 W( J J )  = X ( J J ) - X ( J J - 1 )  
62401= 1 : S = 1 : ~~
6260 IF ( W ( I ) -1 ) <=1 
6280 INC = DIST / W ( I )
6300 FOR IJ = S TO SS STEP 
6320 Y = 6 3 - ( Z ( I J ) * 2 0 + 1 )  
6340 LINE - ( XX,Y )
6360 XX =XX + INC * 2.6 
6380 NEXT
RESULTS
SS = W ( l )
' ‘ ' THEN GOTO 6400 
1
1
6400 S = S + ( I )
6420 SS = SS + W ( I +1 )
6440 1 = 1 + 1





6520 R E M .......................................................................... - - ..........................
6540 REM SWAPPING DATA SUBROUTINE
6560 REM...............................................................................- ........................
6580 REM
6600FOR U = 1  TO II/ 2  STEP 1 
6620 TEMP = Z ( U )
6640 Z ( IJ ) = Z ( IJ -IJ +1 )
6660 Z ( II - 1 + 1 ) = TEMP 








6840 REM ........................................................................... ...............................
6860 REM THE SMALLEST CONDUCTOR
6880 REM ............................- ..................... - ..................................- ..............
6900 REM
6920 LET DIF1 = 0 ¿LET DIF2 = 0 : LET NE = 0 LET FE = 0 
6940 LINE ( 22,6t) V-Y%0,60 )
6960 FOR Y = 46 TO 230 STEP 26 
6980 LINE ( Y,60 ) - ( Y,63 )
7000 NEXT Y
7020 FOR K = 25 TO 230 STEP 1
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7040 LINE ( K ,60 ) - ( K,6 2  )
7060 NEXT K
7080 LOCATE 39,7 :PRINT " CM " 
7100 COPY 
7120 CLS
7140 FOR K = 0 TO 8 STEP 2 
7160 LOCATE 4 + 4.2 * K, 1




THE DIAMETER OF TUBE ; SMALLEST";
THE LENGTH OF TUBE & SLEEVE (CM): 64,31 
THE PRESENT POSITION OF SLEEVE (CM)";
CALCULATE THE POSITION OF SPAN JOINT
TO 80 STEP 1 
2 ) - Z ( I  + 2) )  >=0.3 THEN GOTO 7460
7180 PRINT USING 









7380 FOR I = 5 
7400 IF ( Z ( I - 
7420 GOTO 7506 
7460 INUM = I 
7480 GOTO 7520 
7500 NEXT I
7520 NE = INUM1 * DIS / II 
7540 FE = NE + 31.1
7560 LOCATE 2,6 ¡PRINT " NEAR END = ";
7580 LOCATE 2,7 ¡PRINT " FAR END = ";
7600 LOCATE 2,6 ¡PRINT USING "##.# "; NE;
7620 LOCATE 12,7 ¡PRINT USING "##.#"; FE;
7640 LOCATE 27,7 ¡PRINT "NO:";
7660 LOCATE 30,7 ¡PRINT NUM 












7940 REM..........................- - - ................................................
7960 REM
7980 LET DIF1 = 0 : LET DIF2 = 0 LET NE = 0 LET FE = 0 
8000 LINE (22,60 ) - (230,60 )
8020 FOR Y = 46 TO 230 STEP 25 
8040 LINE ( Y ,60) - ( Y,63 )
8060 NEXT Y
8080 FOR K = 26 TO 230 STEP 5 
8100 LINE ( K,60) - ( K,62)
8120 NEXT K
8140 LOCATE 39,7 : PRINT" CM ";
8160 COPY 
8180 CLS
8200 FOR K = 0 TO 8 STEP 2 
8220 LOCATE 4 + 4 * K , 1 





DIAMETER OF TUBE; MEDIUM";
LENGTH OF TUBE & SLEEVE ( CM) :  67,31
CALCULATE THE POSITION OF SPAN JOINT
8280 LOCATE






8440 FOR 1 = 5 TO 80 STEP 1 
8460 IF (Z  ( I - 2 ) Z ( I + 2 )) >= 0.3 
8480 GOTO 8540 
8500 INUMI = T x 
8520 GOTO 856Ó 
8540 NEXT I
8560 NE = INUMI* DIS /II  
8580 FE = NE + 31
8600 LOCATE 2,6 : PRINT " NEAR END = ";
THEN GOTO 8500
131
8620 LOCATE 2,7 :PRINT " FAR END = •
8640 LOCATE 12,6 : PRINT USING "##.# NE;
8660 LOCATE 12,7 : PRINT USING "##.# FE;
8680 LOCATE 27,7 :PRINT " NO:
8700 LOCATE 30,7 :PRINT NUM 









8900 REM............................ ........................... ......................- .........................................
8920 REM THE BIGGEST CONDUCTOR
8940 REM............. - ..................................... .............................................. .............. - - -
8960 REM
8980 LET DIF1 =0: LET DIF2 = 0 : LET NE = 0 : LET FE = 0 
9000 LINE (22,60 ) - (230,60 )
9020 FOR Y = 44 TO 230 STEP 22.75 
9040 LINE ( Y,60 ) - ( Y,63 )
9060 NEXY Y
9080 FOR K = 21 TO 230 STEP 4.55 
9100 LINE ( K,60 ) - ( K,62 )
9120 LOCATE 39,7 : PRINT " CM ";
9140 NEXT K 
9160 COPY 
9180 CLS
9200 FOR K = 0 TO 8 STEP 2 
9240 LOCATE 3 + 4 * K,1 
9260 PRINT USING K * 10;
9280 NEXT K
9300 LOCATE 2,3 :PRINT " THE DIAMETER OF TUBE : BIGGEST";
9320LOCATE 2,4 :PRINT " THE LENGTH OF TUBE & SLEEVE (CM)"; 
9340 LOCATE 2,5 :PRINT" THE PRESENT POSITION OF SLEEVE ( CM)"; 
9360 REM
9380 REM............................................................ - ........................ - ...............................
9400 REM CALCULATE THE POSITION OF SPAN JOINT
9420 REM.........................................................................................................................
9440 REM
9460 FOR 1 = 0 TO 80 STEP 1
9480 IF ( Z ( I - 2 ) - Z ( I + 2 )) >= 0.3 THEN GOTO 9520
9500 GOTO 9560
9520 INUM1 = I
9540 GOTO 8820
9560 NEXT I
9580 NE = INUM1 * DIS /  II 
9600 FE = NE +33.2
9620 LOCATE 2,6 : PRINT " NEAR END =";
9640 LOCATE 2,7 : PRINT " FAR END =";
9660 LOCATE 12,6 :PRINT USING "##.#"; NE"; 
9680 LOCATE 12,7 :PRINT USING "##.#; FE"; 
9700 LINE ( 1,63) - (300,63 )
9720 LOCATE 27,7 :PRINT " NO :";











PRINT ERROR MESSAGE9960 REM
9980 REM.................................................................................................................................................. ..
10000 REM
10020 LOCATE 10,4 :PRINT " WRONG MEASUREMENT";
10040 A = 0
10060FOR A = U T Ç L i5 0 0  STEP 1
10080 NEXT A ............. ' ~  '
10100 CLS
10120 LOCATE 6,2 :PRINT" CANCEL THIS WRONG INFORMATION"; LOCATE 10,4-.PRINT 
"TEST AGAIN";




10200 GOTO 5060 
10220 REM
10240 REM - - .............................................................................. ...................
10260 REM ERASE ALL MESSAGE
10280 REM - .............................................................................. ......................
10300 REM
10320LOCATE 8,5 :PRINT " STOP EXECUTING OPERATION"; 
10340 FOR T = 1 TO 400 STEP 1 
10360 T = T + 1







BASIC AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAM
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************************************************************************** ]At3H 
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************************************************************************** IN3H
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0003 OIOO N3H1 08 = IlOIM 31 098
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00*1 OIOO N3H1 9 = n o n 31 038
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096 OIOO N3H1 p = n o n 31 083
0l7t7 OIOO N3H1 3 = HOW 31 093
IAI33 0173
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H0006 33VO 003
S3VHT0
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IF CWFT = 2 THEN GOTO 400
IF CWFT = 5 THEN GOTO 1180
IF
REM
CWFT =30 THEN GOTO 2000
**************************************************************************








IF CWSL = 2 THEN GOTO 400
IF CWSL = 4 THEN GOTO 940
IF CWSL = 30 THEN GOTO 2000
UNTIL A = 100
REM
R F .M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  








IF CCWFT = 2 THEN GOTO 400
IF CCWFT = 7 THEN GOTO 1580
IF CCWFT =30 THEN GOTO 2000
REM .************************************************************************** 
REM SEARCH SLOW-REVERSE MOVING SIGNAL ****************
RENI ************************************************************************** 
REM 




IF CCWSL = 2 THEN GOTO 400
IF CCWSL = 6 THEN GOTO 1400




REM WAITING FOR DIRECTION SIGNAL **************
REM ********************************************************************** * 
REM 




IF ARM = 61 THEN GOTO 2880








IF ARMI = 12 THEN
IF ARMI = 21 THEN































































































IF ARM2 = 12 THEN GOTO 680
IF ARM2 = 31 THEN GOTO 3600
IF ARM2 = 2 THEN GOTO 680
REMREM ******************************************* ************** *****************
REM SCAN THE CONDUCTOR IN FORWARD DIRECTION
rem  **************************************************************************
REM




IF ARM3 = 54 THEN GOTO 4080
IF ARM3 = 55 THEN GOTO 3840
REMREM *************************************************************************
REM SCAN THE CONDUCTOR IN REVERSE DIRECTION£EM *************************************************************************
REM 
A = 0




IF ARM4 = 57 THEN












IF ARM5 = 59 THEN 
REM 
















SET THE ARM BACK TO THE CARRIAGE WITHOUT TOUCHING 
PROXIMITY SENSORS*************************************************************************



















BRAKE1 = 70 THEN GOTO 680
RFM ************************************************************************* 











































































































POP BRAKE 1 
IF BRAKE 1 = 70 
IF BRAKE1 = 80 
REM
R F .M  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
REM MEASURE THE LENGTH OF CONDUCTOR






REM USING INTERRUPT METHOD TO DETECT LENGTH SENSOR SIGNAL
R F .M  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
REM
J = J+1










IF PROX = 93 THEN 
IF PROX = 94 THEN 
REMP£M ************************************************************************* 





IF PROX1 = 93 
IF PROX1 = 94 
CLEARS
CALL 9A40H
POP BRAKE 1 
IF BRAKE 1= 70 
GOTO 4120
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

















IF BRAKE 1 = 70 THEN
PRINT BRAKE 1
A=0 .....
DO : A=A+1: UNTIL A = 100 
REM
NUM = NUM ELSE NUM = NUM+ 1
n r i f  *******£:******************************************************************
REM
IF CWFT = 30 THEN GOTO 6320













































































IF CCWFT = 30 THEN GOTO 6400
IF CCWSL = 30 THEN GOTO 6400
DIR = 31
PRINT USING!##.), DIR 
CWFT = 0: CWSL = 0: DIR = 0 
GOTO 6220
DIR = 32
PRINT USING (##.), DIR 
CCWFT = 0 :CCWSL = 0 : DIR = 0 
A = 0
DO: A= A+l : UNTIL A=100 
REM
REM! ************************************************************************** 
REM SEND MESSAGE "CONDUCTOR LENGTH" BACK TO HOST COMPUTER
REM! **************************************************************************
REM
PRINT USING (# # .) , DIS 
A = 0
DO : A= A+l : UNTIL A=100 
REM
PF.TVT ************************************************************************** 
REM SEND MESSAGE "COUNT NUMBER" BACK TO HOST COMPUTER
RFM ************************************************************************** 
REM
PRINT USING (#. ), NUM 
A = 0
DO : A = A+l : UNTIL A = 100 
REMREM **************************************************************************
REM SEND "LENGTH SIGNAL NUMBER" BACK TO HOST COMPUTER
REM **************************************************************************
REM
PRINT USING (# ), JJ 
A = 0
DO : A= A+l : UNTIL A=100 
REMREM ************************************************************************** 
RFM SEND MESSAGE "LENGTH SIGNAL" BACK TO HOST COMPUTER
REM
FOR 1 = 1 TO JJ STEP 1 
PRINT USING (##. ), X(I)
A = 0
DO : A=A+1 UNTIL A= 4 
NEXT I '
A = 0
DO : A= A+l : UNTIL A=60
c* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
REM
RFM ***********************5 ...




FOR T = 1 TO 16 STEP 1 
FOR S = 1 TO 15 STEP 1 
PRINT USING (#.##) , Z (I)
IF Z(I) = 0.00 THEN GOTO 7520 
1 =  1+1 
A = 0






IF ABC >=121.AND. ABC<= 18 
CLEARS 
CALL 9950H 














6 ;7 • ___





9000 E4 9 CLR A
9001 53D0FF 10 ANL PSW, #1111111 IB ; SET BANK "3"
9004 90E903 11 MOV DPTR, #0E903H
9007 7482 12 MOV A, #82H
9009 FO 13 MOVX @DPTR,A
900A E4 14 CLR A
900B 129D21 15 LCALL TIME1
900E 90E900 16 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9011 7480 17 MOV A,#l 11111111B
9013 9401 18 INITIAL: SUBB A,#01H
9015 FO 19 MOVX @DPTRA
9016 FB 20 MOV R3,A
9017 6480 21 XRL A,#10000000B
9019 6006 22 JZ INITIAL 1
901B 129E71 23 LCALL TIME1
901E E8 24 MOV A,R3
90 IF 80F2 25 JMP INITIAL
9021 129E9B 26 INITIAL 1 LCALL TIME2
9024 903005 27 MOV DPTR,#03005H
9027 7481 28 MOV A,#81H
9029 FO 29 MOVX @DPTR,A
902A 903000 30 MOV DPTR,#03000H
902D 7410 31 MOV A,#10H
902F FO 32 MOVX @DPTR,A
9030 758330 33 MOV DPH,#030H
9033 758330 34 MOV DPL,#05H
9036 AA83 35 MOV R2.DPH
9038 A882 36 MOV R0,DPL
903A 7402 37 MOV A,#02H
903C 120030 38 CALL 30H








SEARCH REMOTE CONTROL SIGNAL
9040 E4 48 REMT: CLR A
9041 90E901 49 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
9044 H) 50 MOVX A, @DPTR
9045 5404 51 ANL A,#00000100B
9047 702F 52 JNZ CWFT
9049 E4 53 CLR A
904A 90E901 54 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
904D BO 55 MOVX A, @DPTR
904E 5410 56 ANL A,#00010000B
9050 703C 57 JNZ CWSL
9052 E4 58 CLR A
9053 90E901 59 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
9056 BO 60 MOVX A,(5) DPTR
9057 5408 61 ANL A,#00001000B
9059 7049 62 JNZ CCWFT
905B B4 63 CLR A
905C 90E901 64 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
905F BO 65 MOVX A,(§>DPTR
9060 5420 66 ANL A,#00100000B
9062 7056 67 JNZ CCWSL
9064 E4 68 CLR A
9065 90E901 • . A , 69 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
9068 BO ' ^  'tvi L70 MOVX A,@DPTR
9069 5402 71 ANL A,#00000010B
906B 7056 72 JNZ STOPM
906D E4 73 CLR A
906E 90E901 74 MOV DPTR,#0E901H






FILE : ADVASM1 : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD : 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06


































































76 ANL A,#10000000B ; .
77 JNZUP
78 JMP REMT
79 ;SET EACH REMOTE CONTROL SIGNAL FLAG
80 CWFT: CLR A
81 MOV DPTR,#3015H
82 MOV A, #81H
83 MOVX @DPTR,A
84 MOV DPTR, #3010H
85 MOV A,#040H
86 MOVX @DPTR,A
87 MOV DPH, #030H
88 MOV DPL, #015H
89 JMP RESULT
90;






97 MOVX @ DPTR, A
98 MOV DPH,#30H
99 MOV DPL ,#025H
100 JMP RESULT
101;
102 CCWFT: CLR A
103 MOV DPTR,#03035H
104 MOV A, #81H
105 MOVX @DPTR,A
106 MOV DPTR ,#0303OH
107 MOV A,#60H
108 MOVX @DPTR,A




113 CCWSL:: CLR A










124 STOPM: CLR A
MOV DPTR,#03055H 
MOV A, #81H 
MO VX A,@DPTR,A 
MOV @DPTR, A 
MOV Ä,20H 
MOVX @DPTR, A 
MOV DPH, #30H 


































POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAMFILE : ADVASM1 :
141
NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD: 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
90FC AA83 














RESULT: MOV R2,DPH 










9110 129E86 164 LCALLTIME1A
9113 90E900 165 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9116 7480 165 MOV A,#10000000B
9118 2401 166 ADFT: ADD A,#01H
911A H) 167 MOVX <2>DPTR,A
911B F8 168 MOV R3,A
911C 64FF 169 XRL A,#l 11111111B
911E 6006 170 JZ CWFT0
9120 129E71 171 LCALL TIME1
9123 EB 172 MOV A,R3
9124 80F2 173 JMPADFT
9126 m
174 :POP FLAG BACK TO THE BASIC PROGRAM
175 CWFT0: CLR A
9127 902A15 176 MOV DPTR,#02A15H
912A 7482 177 MOV A,#82H
912C FO 178 MOVX @DPTR,A
912D 902A10 179 MOV DPTR,#02A10H
9130 7436 180 MOV A,#36H
9132 R) 181 MOVX @DPTR,A
9133 75832A 182 MOV DPH,#02AH
9136 758215 183 MOV DPL,#015H
9139 AA83 184 MOV R2,DPH
913B A882 185 MOV R0,DPL
913D 7402 186 MOV A,#02H
913F 120030 : 187 CALL 30H








SELECT SLOW-FORWARD MOVING MODE
(9150) 196 ORG 9150H
9150 E4 197 CLR A
9151 129E86 198 LCALL TIME 1A
9154 90E900 199 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9157 7480 200 MOV A,# 10000000B
9159 2401 201 ADSL: ADD A,#01H
915B K) 202 MOVX @DPTR,A
915C FB 203 MOV R3,A
915D 64 AF 204 XRL A,#10101111B
915F 6006 205 JZ CWSL0
9161 129E71 206 T CALL TIME 1
9164 EB 207 MOV A,R3
9165 80F2 208 JMP ADSL
209 :POP FLAG BACK TO THE BA<
9167 m 210 CWSL0: CLR A
9168 902A25 211 MOV DPTR,#02A25H
916B 7482 212 MOV A,#82H
916D F0 213 MOVX @DPTR,A
916E 902A20 214 MOV DPTR,#02A20H
9171 7437 ^  ? , 215 MOV A,#37H
9173 FO f^ - 2 1 6 MOVX <2>DPTR,A
9174 75832A 217 MOV DPH,#02AH
9177 758225 218 MOV DPL,#025H
917A AA83 219 MOV R2,DPH
917C A882 220 MOV R0J3PL
142
FILE: ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD : 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06















o o q  . SELECT FAST-REVERSE MOVING MODEJ  y
230;
(9190) 231 ORG 9190H
9190 m 232 CLR A
9191 12E986 233 LCALLTIME1A
9194 90E900 234 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9197 7480 235 MOV A,#10000000B
9199 9401 236 ADRFT: SUBB A,#01H
919B F0 237 MOVX @DPTR,A
919C F8 238 MOV R3,A
919D 6400 239 XRL A,#000000000B
919F 6006 240 JZ CCWFT0
91 Al 12E971 241 LC ALL TIME 1
91 A4 EB 242 MOV AJR.3
91A5 80F2 243 JMP ADRFT
244 ; POP FLAG BACK TO THE BASIC PROGRAM
91A7 m 245 CCWFT0: CLR A
91A8 902 A3 5 246 MOV DPTR,#02A35H
91AB 7482 247 MOV A,#82H
91 AD F0 248 MOVX @DPTR,A
91AE 902A30 249 MOV DPTR,#02A30H
91B1 7438 250 MOV A,#38H
91B3 FO 251 MOVX @DPTR,A
91B4 75832A 252 MOV DPH,#02AH
91B7 758235 253 MOV DPL,#035H
91BA AA83 254 MOV R2,DPH
91BC A882 255 MOV R0J9PL
91BE 7402 256 MOV A,#02H
91C0 120030 257 CALL 30H





263; SELECT SLOW-REVERSE MOVING MODE
Zo4 , --
265;
(91D0) 266 ORG 91D0H
91D0 E4 267 CLR A
91D1 129E86 268 LCALLTIME1A
91D4 90E900 269 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
91D7 7480 270 MOV A,#10000000B
91D9 9401 271 ADRSL: SUBB A,#01H
91DB FO 272 MOVX @DPTR,A
91DCFB 273 MOV R3,A
91DD 6460 274 XRL A,#01100000B
9 IDF 6006 275 JZ CCWSL0
91E1 129E71 276 LCALL TIME1
91E4 E8 277 MOV AR3
91E5 80F2 278 JMP ADRSL
279 ; POP FLAG BACK TO THE BASIC PROGRAM
91E7 902A45 280 CCWSL0: MOV DPTR,#02A45H
91EA 7482 281 MOV A,#82H
91EC F0 282 MOVX @DPTR,A
91ED 902A40 283 MOV DPTR,#02A40H
91F0 7439 284 MOV A,#39H
91F2 FO 285 MOVX @DPTR,A
91F3 75832A 286 MOV DPH,#02AH
91F6 758245 287 MOV DPL,#045H
91F9 AA83 , ^ 288 MOV R2,DPH
91FB A882 * tv'r~289 MOV R0,DPL
91FD 7402 290 MOV A,02H
9 IFF 120030 291 CALL 30H
9202 22 292 RET
293;
143
FILE: ADV ASMI:  NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD: 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06




























































9299 FO _  
929A 758330
■0» A









302 LCALL TIME 1A
303 ;CHECK REMOTE CONTROL STOP-SIGNAL



















323 ; CHECK REMOTE CONTROL CW-SLOW SPEED SIGNAL
324 MOV DPTR,#0E901H




329 STOP3A: MOV DPTR,#0E900H
330 MOV A,#11111111B






337 MOV A, R3
338 JMP STOP3B
339 ;SET DRIVING MOTOR STOP FLAG 
340STOP1: MOV DPTR,#03075H
341 MOV A, #81H
342 MOVX @DPTR,A




347 MOV DPL, #75H
348 JMP STOP4



















FILE: ADV ASMI:  NELSON-: HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06































































































369 ;POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM
























385 ;CHECK UP-DOWN MOTOR SIGNAL




















406 MOV AJR3 =
407 JMP ADSL2







415 iCHECK CW-FAST SPEED MOVING MODE
416 MOV A,#10101111B







424 JMP STOP7B _







432 MOVX @DPTR A
433 MOV DPH, #30H
, 434 MOV DPL, #0A5H
^ - 4 3 5  JMP STOP8
436; SET DRIVING MOTOR STOP FLAG




FILE : ADV ASMI : NELSON : HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURVE LINE
9344 FO 440 MOVX @DPTRA
9345 9030B0 441 MOV DPTR,#030B0H
9348 7420 442 MOV A,#20H
934A F0 443 MOVX@DPTRA
934B 758330 444 MOV DPH, #30H
934E 759270 445 MOV DPL,#0B5H
9351 029270 446 JMP STOP8
9354 E4 448 STOP7: CLR A
9355 9030C5 449 MOV DPTR,#030C5H
9358 7481 450 MOV A,#081H
935A FO 451 MOVX <2>DPTR,A
935B 9030C0 452 MOV DPTR,#030C0H
935E 7440 453 MOV A,#040H
9360 FO 454 MOVX @DPTR,A
9361 758330 456 MOV DPH,#03 OH
9364 7582C5 457 MOV DPL,#0C5H





























































459; POP FLAGS BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM 


















DRIVING MOTOR FAST-REVERSE MOVING MODE
ORG 93A0H 
CLR A
_ LCALL TIME 1A
474 ;CHECK REMOTE CONTROL STOP SIGNAL




479 : JZ ADRFT1
480 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
481 MOV A,#00000000B
482 ADRFT2: ADD A,#01H
483 MOVX @DPTR,A
484 MOV R3,A
485 XRL A, #10000000B
486 JZ STOP9




491 -CHECK UP-DOWN MOTOR SIGNAL




497 • CHECKRHvIOTECONTROLCCW-SLOW SPEED SIGNAL






504 STOPB1: MOV DPTR,#0E900H
505 MOV A,#00000000B








FILE: ADV ASMI: NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
93E6 80F2 513 JMP STOPB2
514 ; SET DRIVING MOTOR STOP FLAG
93E8 E4 515 STOP9: CLR A
93E9 9020D5 516 MOV DPTR,#030D5H
93EC 7481 517 MOV A,#81H
93EE F0 518 MOVX <S>DPTR,A
93EF 9030D0 519 MOV DPTR,#030D0H
93F2 7420 520 MOV A,#20H
93F4 F0 521 MOVX @DPTR,A
93F5 758330 522 MOV DPH,#030H
93F8 7582D5 523 MOV DPL,#0D5H
93FB 029370 524 JMP STOPC
525 ; SET UP-DOWN MOTOR OPER
93FE m 526 STOPA: CLR A





























































































547 ; POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM























563 ;CHECK UP-DOWN MOTOR SIGNAL





569 • CHECK REMOTE CONTROL STOP SIGNAL
570 ’ CLR A
571 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
572 MOVX A,@DPTR














FILE: ADV ASM I : NELSON: HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9488 80F1 585 JMP ADRSL2
586 ;CHECK REMOTE CONTROL F^
948A m 587 ADRSL1: CLR A
948B 90E901 588 MOV DPTR,#E901H
948E BO 589 MOVX A,@DFIR
948F 5408 590 ANL A,#00001000B
9491 702E 591 JNZ STOPF
9493 80E3 592 JMP CCWSL1
9495 90E900 593 STOPF1: MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9498 7460 594 MOV A,#01100000B
949A 9401 595 STOPF2: SUBB A,#01H
949C H) 596 MOVX @DPTRA
949D FB 597 MOV R3,A
949E 6400 598 XRL A,#00000000B
94A0 6032 599 JZ STOPF
94A2 129E71 600 LCALLTIME1
94A5 EB 601 MOV AR3
94A6 80F2 602 JMP STOPF2
603 ; SET UP-DOWN MOTOR FLAG
94A8 E4 604 STOPD: CLR A
94A9 903105 605 MOV DPTR,#03105H
94AC7482 606 MOV A,#082H
94 AE R) 607 MOVX @DPTR,A
94AF 903100 608 MOV DPTR,#03100H
94B2 7430 609 MOV A,#30H
94B4 FO 610 MOVX @DPTR,A
94B5 758331 611 MOV DPH,#31H
94B8 758205 612 MOV DPL, #05H
94BB 029470 613 JMP STOPG
614 ; SET DRIVING MOTOR STOP F
94BE E4 615 STOPG: CLR A
94BF 903115 616 MOV DPTR, #03115H












































625 ;SET FAST-REVERSE SPEED MOVING MODE










636 ;POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM













650 LCALLTIME1A ot̂ xtat
651;WAITING FOR REMOTE SLOW-FORWARD SIGNAL




656 JNZ UPF657 _  ^
657 ;WAITING FOR REMOTE SLOW-REVERSE SIGNALFILE
WAITING FOR THE DIRECTION SIGNAL
148
ADV ASM I : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06















































































































































































CHECK MECHANICAL ARM FORWARD OPERATION
ORG 95B0H
CLR A
_ LC ALL TTME2





702 ; TIME DELAY 0.1 SECOND
703 LCALL TIME1A














718 jM p HFBL1
719 -SET UP-DOWN MOTOR IN SLOW MOVING CONDITION





725; CHECK PROXIMITY SWITCH SIGNAL
726 CLR A
727 LCALL TTME1
728 LCALL TIME1 
729PROL: MOV DPTR,#0EB00H
FILE : ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD; 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06















































































































733 MOV DPTR ,#0EB 00H






















756 ANL A,#l 1111111B
757 JZ M0T2
758 JMP FLAG
759 ; SEND BACK THE ARM TO THE CARRIAGE
760 PROL2: CLR A
90E902 761 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
74F3 762 MOV A ,# llll00 llB
F0 763 MOVX @ DPTR, A
129D36 764 LCALL TIME2
90E902 765 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
74F8 766 MOV A ,# lllll0 llB
R) 767 MOVX @DPTR,A
129D40 768 LCALL TIME2
029656 769 JMP PROL3
770 MOT2; JMP MOT4
771 ;CHECK HALL-EFFECT SENSOR (C) SIGNAL












784 ;POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM
785 MOT4: CLR A _ 1/tCTT
786 MOV DPTR,#03l45H








795 FLAG: CLR A
796 MOV DPTR,#03l55H
797 MOV A,#82H






FILE : ADV ASMI ; NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE



















































































































































833 ;TIME DELAY 0.1 SECOND
834 LCALL TIME1






























ANL A,#l 1111111B 
JZ MOTB 
_  JMP HFBL2
850; SET UP-DOWN MOTOR IN SLOW MOVING CONDITION 









































874 ; TURN OFF UP-DOWN MOTOR SWITCH
FILE: ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9717 El 875 PROLB 1: CLR A
9718 129D21 876 LCALL TIME1
971B 129D21 877 LCALL TIME1
971E 129D21 878 LCALL TIME1
9721 90E902 879 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9724 74F3 880 MOV A,#11110011B
9726 K) 881 MOVX @DPTR,A
882 ; CHECK DRIVING MOTOR BRAKE CONDITION
9727 El 883 CLR A
9728 129CD3 884 LCALL BRAKE
972B E8 885 MOV A,R3
972C 54FF 886 ANL A,#11111111B
972E 6019 887 JZ MOTB
9730 029778 888 JMP FLAGB
889 ; SEND BACK THE ARM TO THE CARRIAGE
9733 E4 890 PROLB2: CLR A
9734 90E902 891 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9737 74F3 892 MOV A,#11110011B
9739 K) 893 MOVX @DPTR,A
973A 129D36 894 LCALL TIME2
973D 90E902 895 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9740 74F8 896 MOV A,#11111011B
9742 FO 897 MOVX @DPTR,A
9743 129D36 898 LCALL TIME2
9746 02974C 899 JMP PROLB2
9749 029762 900 MOTB: JMP MOTB4
901;CHECK HALL-EFFECT SENSOR (C) SIGNAL
974C E4 902 PROLB3: CLR A
974D 90EB00 903 MOV DPTR ,#0EB 00H
9750 H) 904 MOVX A,(S)DPTR
9751 5440 905 ANL A, #01000000B
9753 70F7 906 JNZ PROLB3
9755 129D36 907 LCALL TIME2
908 ; TURN OFF THE MOTOR SWITCH
9758 El 909 CLR A
9759 90E902 910 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
975C 74F3 911 MOV A,#11110011B
975E H) 912 MOVX @DPTRA
975F 02978E 913 JMP PROLB4
914 ; POP FLAG BACK TO THE BASIC PROGRAM
9762 El 915 MOTB4: CLR A
9763 903175 916 MOV DPTR,#03175H
9766 7481 917 MOV A,#81H
9768 FO 918 MOVX @DPTR,A
9769 903170 919 MOV DPTR, #03170
976C 7420 920 MOV A,#20H
976E FO 921 MOVX @DPTR,A
976F 758331 922 MOV DPH,#31H
9772 758275 923 MOV DPL,#75H
9775 0297A1 924 JMP MOTB3
9778 El 925 FLAGB: CLR A
9779 903185 926 MOV DPTR ,#03185H
977C 7482 927 MOV A,#82H
977E FO 928 MOVX <2>DPTR,A
977F 903180 929 MOV DPTR,#03180H
9782 7431 930 MOV A,#31H
9784 FO 931 MOVX @DPTR,A
9785 758331 932 MOV DPH,#31H
9788 758285 933 MOV DPL,#85H
978B 0297A1 934 JMP MOTB3
978E El 935 PROLB4: CLR A
978F 903195 936 MOV DPTR ,#03195H
9792 7582 937 MOV A,#82H
9794 FO 938 MOVX @DPTR,A
9795 903190 939 MOV DPTR,#03190H
9798 7412 940 MOV A,#12H
979A FO 941 MOVX @DPTR,A
979B 758331 ; A v/- 942 MOV DPH,#31H979E 758295 ' ' tv'T’943 MOV DPL,#95H
97Al AA83 944MOTB3: MOV R2,DPH
97 A3 A882 945 MOV R0,DPL
97A5 7402 946 MOV A, #02H
97A7 120030 947 CALL 30H
FILE: ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9717 m 875 PROLB 1:CLR A
9718 129D21 876 LCALL TTME1
971B 129D21 877 LCALL TEMEI
97 IE 129D21 878 LCALL TIME1
9721 90E902 879 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9724 74F3 880 MOV A,#11110011B
9726 FO 881 MO VX (5>DPTR,A
882 : CHECK DRIVING MOTOR BRAKE CONDITION
9727 m 883 CLR A
9728 129CD3 884 LCALL BRAKE
972B E8 885 MOV A,R3
972C 54FF 886 ANL A,#11111111B
972E 6019 887 JZ MOTB
9730 029778 888 JMP FLAGB
889 ; SEND BACK THE ARM TO THE CARRIAGE
9733 B* 890 PROLB2: CLR A
9734 90E902 891 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9737 74F3 892 MOV A,#11110011B
9739 FO 893 MO VX @DPTR,A
973A 129D36 894 LCALL TIME2
973D 90E902 895 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
9740 74F8 896 MOV A,#11111011B
9742 F0 897 MOVX @DPTR,A
9743 129D36 898 LCALL TIME2
9746 02974C 899 JMP PROLB2
9749 029762 900MOTB: JMP MOTB4
901;CHECK HALL-EFFECT SENSOR (C) SIGNAL
974C E4 902 PROLB3: CLR A
974D 90EB00 903 MOV DPTR ,#0EB 00H
9750 E0 904 MOVX A,(2>DPTR
9751 5440 905 ANL A, #01000000B
9753 70F7 906 JNZ PROLB3
9755 129D36 907 LCALL TIME2
908 : TURN OFF THE MOTOR SWITCH
9758 E4 909 CLR A
9759 90E902 910 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
975C 74F3 911 MOV A,#11110011B
975E FO 912 MOVX @DPTR,A
975F 02978E 913 JMP PROLB4
914 ; POP FLAG BACK TO THE BASIC PROGRAM
9762 m 915 MOTB4: CLR A
9763 903175 916 MOV DPTR,#03175H
9766 7481 917 MOV A,#81H
9768 FO 918 MOVX @DFIR,A
9769 903170 919 MOV DPTR, #03170
976C 7420 920 MOV A,#20H
976E FO 921 MOVX @DPTR,A
976F 758331 922 MOV DPH,#31H
9772 758275 923 MOV DPL,#75H
9775 0297A1 924 JMP MOTB 3
9778 E4 925FLAGB: CLR A
9779 903185 926 MOV DPTR,#03185H
977C 7482 927 MOV A,#82H
977E FO 928 MOVX @ DPTR, A
977F 903180 929 MOV DPTR,#03180H
9782 7431 930 MOV A,#31H
9784 FO 931 MOVX <§>DPTR,A
9785 758331 932 MOV DPH,#31H
9788 758285 933 MOV DPL,#85H
978B 0297A l 934 JMP MOTB3
978E Bt 935 PROLB4: CLR A
978F 903195 936 MOV DPTR,#03195H
9792 7582 937 MOV A,#82H
9794 FO 938 MOVX <§>DPTR,A
9795 903190 939 MOV DPTR,#03190H
9798 7412 940 MOV A,#12H
979A FO 941 MOVX @DPTR,A
Q79R 758331 942 MOV DPH,#31H
979E 758295 943 MOV DPL,#95H
97 A l AA83 944MOTB3: MOV R2,DPH
97 A3 A882 945 MOV R0,DPL
97A5 7402 946 MOV A, #02H
97A7 120030 947 CALL 30H
152
FILE : ADVASM l : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE *
97A3 A882 












































MOV A, #02H 
CALL 30H 
RET
DETECT UGN03501N HALL EFFECT SENSOR SIGNAL
ORG 97B0H
CLR A










TIME DELAY 300-US SUBROUTINE
97C2 m 975 TIME: CLR A
97C3 7402 976 MOV A,#02H
97C5 7902 977 MOV R1,#02H
97C7 14 978 TLOP: DEC A
97C8 70FD 979 JNZ TLOP
97CA 19 980 DEC R1
97CB E9 981 MOV AJR1
97CC 14 982 DEC A
97CD 70F8 983 JNZ TLOP








DETECT PROXIMITY SENSOR (B) SIGNAL
<9840> 994 ORG 9840H
9840 E4 995 CLR A
9841 7B04 996 MOV R3,#04H
9843 90EB0O 997 PROS: MOV DFIR,#0EB00H
9846 H) 998 MOVX A,(a>DPTR
9847 5408 999 ANL A,#00001000B
9849 7007 1000 JNZ PROl
984B IB 1001 DEC R3
984C EB 1002 MOV AR3
984D 14 1003 DEC A
984E 70F3 1004 JNZ PROS
9850 6016 1005 JZ PR02
9852 m 1006 PROl: CLR A
9853 9031C5 1007 MOV DPTR,#031C5
9856 7482 1008 MOV A,#82H
9858 K) 1009 MOVX @DFIR,A
9859 903ICO 1010 MOV DPTR,#031C0H
985C 7494 1011 MOV A,#94H
985E R) 1012 MOVX @DPTR,A
985F 758331 1013 MOV DPH,#31H
9862 7582C5 1014 MOV DPL,#0C5H
9865 02987B 1015 JMP PR03
9868 B* 1016 PR02: CLR A
9869 9031D5 1017 MOV DPTR,#031D5H
986C 7482 1018 MOV A,#82H
986E R) 1019 MOVX @DPTR,A
153
FILE : ADVASM l : NELSON : HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06.


































U n i ;--------
1034;1 r\2 c .
CHECK PROXIMITY SENSOR (A) SIGNAL
IlOJ , ..........
1036;
<9890> 1037 ORG 9890H
9890 E4 1038 CLR A
9891 7B04 1039 MOV R3,#04H
9893 90EB00 1040 PROSI MOV DPTR,#0EB00H
9896 H) 1041 MOVX A,@DPTR
9897 5402 1042 ANL A,#00000010B
9899 7007 1043 JNZ PR04
989B IB 1044 DEC R3
989C EB 1045 MOV A,R3
989D 14 1046 DEC A
989E 70F3 1047 JNZ PROSI
98A0 6016 1048 JZ PR05
98A2 B4 1049 PR04: CLR A
98A3 9031E5 1050 MOV DPTR,#031E5H
98A6 7482 1051 MOV A,#82H
98A8 R) 1052 MOVX @DPTR,A
98A9 9031E0 1053 MOV DTR,#031E0H
98AC 7494 1054 MOV A,#094H
98AE R) 1055 MOVX @DPTR,A
98AF 758331 1056 MOV DPH,#031H
98B2 7582E5 1057 MOV DPL,#0E5H
98B5 0298C8 1058 JMP PR06
98B8 E4 1059 PR05: CLR A
98B9 9031F5 1060 MOV DPTR,#031F5H
98BC 7482 1061 MOV A,#82H
98BE FO 1062 MOVX @DPTR,A
98BF 9031F0 1063 MOV DPTR,#031F0H
98C2 7493 1064 MOV A,#93H
98C4 FO 1065 MOVX @DPTR,A
98C5 758331 1066 MOV DPH,#031H
98C8 7582F5 1067 MOV DPL,#0F5H
98CB AA83 1068 PR06: MOV R2,DPH
98CD A882 1069 MOV R0,DPL
98CF 7402 1070 MOV A,#02H
98D1 120030 1072 CALL 30H









995A 90E901 * ^






































FELE : ADV ASMI : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9966 B0 1094 MO VX A,@DPTR
9967 5410 1095 ANL A,#00010000B
9969 7044 1096 JNZ CWSL2
996B E4 1097 CLR A
996C 90E901 1098 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
996F BO 1099 MO VX A,@DPTR
9970 5408 1100 ANL A,#00001000B
9972 7060 1101 JNZ CCWFT2
9974 E4 1102 CLR A
9975 90E901 1103 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
9978 BO 1104 MO VX A,@DPTR
9979 5420 1105 ANL A,#00100000B
997B 707C 1106 JNZ CCWSL2
997D 029A1E 1107 JMP C0N5
1108 ; SET DRIVING MOTOR IN BRAKING MODE
9980 E4 1109 BRAKE4: CLR A
9981 90E900 1110 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9984 7480 1111 MOV A,#10000000B




SET DRIVING MOTOR IN CWSL MOVING MODE
998A E4 1115 CWFT2: CLR A
998B 90E900 1116 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
998E BO 1117 MOVX A,@DPTR
998F 6480 1118 XRL A,#10000000B
9991 6012 1119 JZ CWFT3
9993 m 1120 CLR A
9994 90E900 1121 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9997 BO 1122 MOVX A,@DPTR
9998 6400 1123 XRL A,#00000000B
999A 6010 1124 JZ CON6
999C m 1125 CLR A
999D 90E900 1126 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
99A0 BO 1127 MOVX A,@DPTR
99Al 6460 1128 XRL A,#01100000B
99 A3 6007 1129 JZ CON6
99A5 m 1130CWFT3: CLR A
99A6 90E900 1131 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
99A9 74FF 1132 MOV A,#l 1111111B
99 AB PO 1133 MOVX (a>DPTR,A 
10N6: JMP COK5
SET DRIVING MOTOR IN CWSL MOVING MODE
99 AC 029AIE 1134 C
1135;
1136;
99AF E4 1137 CWSL2: CLR A
99B0 90E900 1138 MOV DPTR,#OE900H
99B3 BO 1139 MOVX A,@DPTR
99B4 6480 1140 XRL A,#10000000B
99B6 6012 1141 JZ CWSL3
99B8 E4 1142 CLR A
99B9 90E900 1143 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
99BC BO 1144 MOVX A,@DPTR
99BD 6400 1145 XRL A,#00000000B
99BF 6010 1146 JZ CON7
99C1 Bt 1147 CLR A
99C2 90E900 1148 MOV DPTR,#OE900H
99C5 BO 1149 MOVX A,@DOTR
99C6 6460 1150 XRL A,#01100000B
99C8 6007 1151 JZ CON7
99CAE4 1152 CWSL3: CLR A
99CB 90E900 1153 MOV DPTR,#0E900
99CE 74AF 1154 MOV A,#10101111B
99D0 PO 1155 MOVX @DPTR,A
99D1 029A1E 1156 CON7: JMP CON5
1157 •
1158 ; SET DRIVING MOTOR IN CCWSL MODE
99D4 E4 1159 CLR A
99D5 90E900 1160 MOV DPTR,#OE900H
99D8 BO ' ., ts ^  1161 MOVX A, @DPTR
99D9 6480 ' ' ,rv'M T62 XRL A,#10000000B
99DB 6012 1163 JZ CCWFT3
99DD E4 1164 CLR A
99DE 90E900 1165 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
99E1 BO 1166 MOVX A,@DPTR
155
FILE : ADVASM1 ; NELSON
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LI





































































9A4F 5440 /, 1234










MO VX A,@DPTR 
XRL A,#l 1111111B 
JZ CON8 
T3: CLR A 
MOV DPTR,#0E900H 
MOV A,#00000000B 






















































FILE : ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9A5AE0 
9A5B FB 


































































1247 DOWN1: MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1248 MOV A,#10101111B





1254 LCALL TM El
1255 MOV AJR3
1256 JMP DOWN3
1257 DOWN2: MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1258 MOV A,#01100000B
1259 DOWN4: ADD A,#01H























































CHECK HALL-EFFECT (A) SENSOR SIGNAL
ORG 9AC0H
CLR A





1301 ; TURN ON THE UP-DOWN MOTOR IN CCW MODE





1307 ;CHECK HALL-EFFECT (B) SENSOR SIGNAL
-1308 CLR A





FILE : ADV ASMI : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 -ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06




































































1320 ; MECHANICAL ARM TURN BACK TO ORIGINAL POSITION
1321 CLR A
1322 MOV DPTR,#0E902H









1332 ;POP FLAG BACK TO BASIC PROGRAM




































1356 BACKA1: CLR A
1357 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1358 MOV A,#10000000B








1367 ; CHECK REMOTE CONTROL STOP SIGNAL
SCAN THE ALUMINIUM SLEEVE IN FORWARD DIRECTION





1373 ; CHECK PROXIMITY SENEOR (A) SIGNAL
1374 CLR A





1380 ;STOP THE DRIVING MOTOR 
-1381 STP9: CLR A
1382 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1383 MOV A,#01100000B
1384 SUNUM1: ADD A,#01H
1385 MOVX @DPTR,A
158
FILE : ADVASMl : NELSON -.HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06























































1393 ;SEARCH FORWARD MOVING SIGNAL
1394 BACKA: CLR A
1395 MOV DPTR,#0E901H




1400 ;STOP THE DRIVING MOTOR MOVING AGAIN
1401 STPA: CLR A
1402 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1403 MOV A,#01100000B
1404 SUNUM2: ADD A,#01H




9B9A 129E71 1409 LCALL HME1
9B9D B* 1410 CLR A
9B9E EB 1411 MOV A,R3
9B9F 80F1 1412 JMP SUNUM2
1413 ; CHECK PROXIMITY SENSO
9BA1 E4 1414 SUNUM3: CLR A
9BA2 7B04 1415 MOV R3,#04H
9BA4 90EB00 1416 STPA1: MOV DPTR,#0EB00H
9BA7 H) 1417 MOVX A,@DPTR
9BA8 5408 1418 ANL A,#00001000B
9BAA 7008 1419 JNZ STPA2
9BAC IB 1420 DEC R3
9BADEB 1421 MOV A,R3
9BAE 14 1422 DEC A
9BAF70F3 1423 JNZ STPA1
9BB1 029B70 1424 JMP STPB
1425 ; SCAN THE CONDUCTOR IN
9B4A m 1426 STPA2: CLR A
9B4B 129D4B 1427 LCALL TTME3
9B4E 90E900 1428 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9BBB 7480 1429 MOV A,#00000000B
9BBD 2401 1430 SUNUM4: ADD A,#01H
9BBFF0 1431 MOVX @DPTR A
9BC0FB 1432 MOV R3 A
9BC1 642F 1433 XRL A,#00101111B
9BC3 6007 1434 JZ SUNUM5
9BC5 129E6D 1435 LCALL TTME1
9BC8 E4 1436 CLR A
9BC9 EB 1437 JMP SUNUM4
9BCC 129EAC 1438 SUNUM5: LCALL TTME3
9BCF 029BD2 1439 JMP STPA3
1440 :POP BACK TO THE BASIC Pi



















FILE ; ADV ASMI; NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06



















































































SCAN THE ALUMINIUM SLEEVE IN REVERSE DIRECTION
ORG 9D00H 
LCALL TIME3
1474 BACKB1: CLR A
1475 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1476 MOV A,#00000000B









1486 ; CHECK REMOTE CONTROL STOP SIGNAL
1487 JUP4: CLR A
1488 MOV DPTR,#0E901H
1489 MOVX A,@DPTR
1490 ANL A ,#00000010B
1491 JNZ STP9A







1499 ; STOP THE DRIVING MOTOR
1500 STP9A: CLR A
1501 MOV DPTR,#OE900H
1502 MOV A,#00101111B
1503 SUNUM8: SUBB A,#01H








1512; SEARCH THE REVERSE MOVING SIGNAL





1519 JMP BACKB 1
1520; STOP THE DRIVING MOTOR
1521 STPA4: CLR A
1522 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
1523 MOV A,#00101111B




, 1527 XRL A,#00000000B






FILE : ADVASMI : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9D5A 129E6D 1529 LCALL TIME 1
9D5DE4 1530 CLR A
9D5E EB 1531 MOV A,R3
9D5F 80F1 1532 JMP SUNUM9
1533; CHECK PROXIMITY SWITCH (A) SIGNAL
9D61 1534 CLR A
9D62 7B04 1535 MOV R3,#04H
9D64 90EB00 1536 STPA5: MOV DPTR,#0EB00H
9D67 E0 1537 MOVX <5)DPTR,A
9D68 5402 1538 ANL A,#00000010B
9D6A 7008 1539 JNZ STPA6
9D6C1B 1540 DEC R3
9D6DEB 1541 MOV A,R3
9D6E 14 1542 DEC A
8D6F 70F3 1543 JNZ STPA5
9D71 029C20 1544 JMP STPA7
1545;; SCAN THE CONDUCTOR IN REVERSE DIRECTION
9D74 E4 1546 STPA6: CLR A
9D75 129D4B 1547 LCALL TIME3
9D78 90E900 1548 MOV DPTR,#0E900H
9D7B 7400 1549 MOV A,#00000000B
9D7D9401 1549 SUNUMB: SUBB A,#01H
9D7FF0 1550 MOVX @DPTR,A
9D80 FB 1551 MOV R3,A
9D81 64E0 1552 XRL A,#11100000B
9D83 6007 1553 JZ SUNUMC
9D85 129E6D 1554 LCALL TIME1
9D88 m 1555 CLR A
9D89 EB 1556 MOV A,R3
9D8A 80F1 1557 JMP SUNUMB
9D8C 129D4B 1558 SUNUMC: LCALL TIME3
9D8F 029C0A 1559 JMP STPA8






































































































FILE : ADV ASMI ; NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06






























































1604 LCALL TI MEI
1605 ; CHECK HALL-EFFECT SENSOR (C) SIGNAL
















































DRIVING MOTOR BRAKING SUBROUTINE
-i f i r
1641





1647 JZ BRAKE 1
1648 ; SET DRIVING MOTOR IN BRAKING CONDITION

















1666; TURN ON THE UP-DOWN MOTOR SWITCH 
1667 CLR A
, 1668 MOV DPTR,#0E902H
-*'M669 MOV A,#1111101 IB
1670 MOVX @DPTR,A
1671 LCALL TIME1
1672 ; CHECK HALL-EFFECT (C) SENSOR SIGNAL
1673 HFCL: CLR A
162
FELE ; ADV ASMI : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06




































1684 ; SET CONDITIONAL FLAG
1685 MOV R3,#00H
1686 JMP BRAKE2












1696 TIME1 CLR A
9E6E 744A 1697 MOV A,#04 AH
9E70 794A 1698 MOV R1,#04AH
9E72 7A02 1699 MOV R2,#02H
9E74 14 1700 LOP1: DEC A
9E75 70FD 1701 JNZ LOP1
9E77 19 1702 DEC R1
9E78 E9 1703 MOV AJU
9E79 14 1704 DEC A
9E7A 70F8 1705 JNZ LOP1
9E7C 1A 1707 DEC R2
9E7D EA 1708 MOV A,R2
9E7E 14 1709 DEC A
9E7F 70F3 1710 JNZ LOP1

















9E9E 14 1723 LOP2: DEC A
9E9F 70FD 1724 JNZ LOP2
9EA1 19 1725 DEC R1
9EA2 E9 1726 MOV AJU
9EA3 14 1727 DEC A
9EA4 70F8 1728 JNZ LOP2
9EA6 1A 1729 DEC R2
9EA7 EA 1730 MOV A,R2
9EA8 14 1731 DEC A

























FILE : ADVASMl : NELSON HEWLETT-PACKARD 8051 ASSEMBLER VERSION 1.06
LOCATION OBJECT CODE LINE SOURCE LINE
9EB8 14 1748 DEC A
9EB9 70F8 1749 JNZ LOP3
9EBB 1A 1750 DEC R2
9EBC EA 1751 MOV A,R2
9EBD 14 1752 DEC A











9EC1 m 1762 TIMSP: CLR A
9EC2 742A 1763 MOV A,#02AH
9EC4 792A 1764 MOV R1,#02AH
9EC6 7A01 1765 MOV R2,#02H
9EC8 14 1766 LOP4: DEC A
9EC9 70FD 1767 JNZ LOP4
9ECB 19 1768 DEC R1
9ECCE9 1769 MOV AJU
9ECD 14 1770 DEC A
9ECE 70FD 1771 JNZ LOP4
9ED0 1A 1772 DEC R2
9ED1 EA 1773 MOV A,R2
9ED2 14 1774 DEC A
9ED3 70F3 1775 JNZ LOP4
9ED5 22 1776 RET
ERRORS = 0
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FILE : ADV ASMI : NELSON CROSS REFERENCE TABLE
LINE# SYMBOL TYPE REFERENCE
782 MOT4 A 767
895 MOTB A 845,882
939 MOTB3 A 919,929
910 MOTB4 A 895
998 PROl A 992
1008 PR02 A 997
1017 PR03 A 1007
1041 PR04 A 1035
1051 PR05 A 1040
1060 PR06 A 1050
728 PROL A 740
743 PROLI A 731,735
757 PROL2 A 739
769 PROL3 A 766,773
802 PROLA A 780
856 PROLB A 868
871 PROLB1 A 859,863
885 PROLB2 A 867
897 PROLB3 A 894,901
930 PROLB4 A 908
989 PROS A 996
1032 PROSI A 1039
47 REMT A 77
149 RESULT A 88,99,110,121,132,143
339 STOP1 A 3ìi
349 STOP2 A 321
359 STOP3 A 334
328 STOP3A A 326
330 STOPB A 337
369 STOP4 A 347,357,367
425 STOP5 A 389
436 STOP6 A 402
447 STOP7 A 420
414 STOP7A A 412
416 STOP7B A 423
458 STOP8 A 434,445,456
514 STOP9 A 485
525 STOPA A 495
536 STOPB A 509
503 STOPB1 A 501
505 STOPB2 A 512
547 STOPC A 523,534,545
603 STOPD A 567
614 STOPE A 580
625 STOPF A 598
592 STOPF 1 A 590
594 STOPF2 A 601
636 STO PG A 612,623,634
123 STOPM A 71
1373 STP9 A 1364
1493 STP9A A 1484
1393 STP A A 1370
1408 STPA1 A 1415
1418 STPA2 A 1411
1434 STPA3 A 1432
1513 STPA4 A 1490
1528 STPA5 A 1535
1538 STPA6 A 1531
1564 STPA7 A 1536
1554 STPA8 A 1552
1573 STPAA A 1563
1444 STPB A 1416
1453 STPC A 1443
1350 SUNUM A 1358
1376 SUNUM1 A 1384
1396 SUNUM2 A 1404
1406 SUNUM4 A 1430
1431





1496 SUNUM8 A 1504
1516 SUNUM9 A 1524
1526 SUNUMA A 1520
1542 SUNUMB A 1550
1 6 6
FILE : ADV ASMI : NELSON CROSS REFERENCE TABLE
LINE# SYMBOL TYPE REFERENCE
1551 SUNUMC A 1546
969 TIME A 956
1691 TIME1 A 22, 170, 205, 240, 275, 314, 335, 403, 421, 486 510, 
581, 599, 741, 869, 1245, 1255, 1355, 1381, 1401, 
1427,1475,1501,1521,1547,1698,1660,1666
1707 TIME1A A 162,197,232,267,301,383,472,561,649,703,721,727,
744,745,831,849,855,872,873,1297,1309,1310,1316,
1317,1605,1606,1607,1608,1609,1644
1726 TIME2 A 26,696,709,761,765,774,825,837,889,893,902,1220,
1227,1654,1673
m i TIME3 A 14,1346,1419,1431,1466,1539,1551
972 TLOP A 973,977
134 UP A 76
720 UP1 A 713
848 UP2 A 841
663 UPF A 655
682 UPFA A 672




P A R T  N A M E M E C H A N IC A L  H A N D  F R A M E
M A T E R IA L M IL D  S T E E L
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PART NAME HAND ROLLER HOLDER
MATERIAL ALUMINIUM










TH R E A D  TW O HOLES M 2X 2 5M M — DEPTH
PART NAME LENGTH SENSOR HOLDER COVER










TH R E A D  H OLES M 3 X  4  10M M  DEPTH
PART NAME WRIST UPPER COVER
MATERIAL STEEL










PART NAME ARM MAIN FRAME
MATERIAL STEEL
SCALE 1 : 1
NUMBER 2
PART NAME MECHANICAL ARM MOVABLECARRIAGE
MATERIAL STEEL
SCALE 1 : 1
NUMBER 2
ooLO
TOOTH ANGLE 15 
OUTSIDE DIA 10mm
PART NAME ARM LEADING SCREW
MATERIAL STEEL
SCALE 1 : 1
NUMBER 2
185



































ANALYSIS OF ASYNCHRONOUS DELTA SIGMA MODULATOR
In Chapter IV, an Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulator has been mentioned. In this 
section, a more detailed analysis of this modulator will be given.
The Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulator is made up of two basic units, an integrator 
and a Schmidt trigger comprised of two inverters, with a feedback resistor R37 around 
them.
1 O perating the Asynchronous Delta Sigma M odulator
A basic circuit for the Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulator and its waveforms are 
shown below.
Figure 1 The Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulator
Figure 2 Waveforms of the Modulator Circuit
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The periods Tx and T2 of the waveform shown in Figure 2 can vary in duration. This will 
allow both the duty cycle and frequency to vary. Figures 1 and 2 show both the circuit 
diagram and waveforms of the modulator. Using Kirchoffs Current Laws (KCL), Tt 
and T2 can be found from the following equations.
Define duty cycle of the modulator to be K. Then:
K = TiT,+T2 (A5.1)
If KCL is applied at the negative input of the integrator, then:
Yk + Y, 
R43 R:■37
Thus, d\ç=_Yk_Y^dt R43 R37 (A5.2)
Since where V_ is the voltage across the capacitor, is approximately equal to - ^  (Vy
is the peak to peak hysteresis voltage of the Schmitt trigger), then equation A5.2 reduces 
to:
V V. V ," y ___ 1 * in 1 Y out
T 1 — ' P  T?A1 AV43 K37
(A5.3)
Therefore,




where V out = VH, the high output voltage.
Similarly, over the next time interval, -g -  is approximately equal to and,
CV




where Vout = VL, the low voltage output.
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V* ~(KVh + (1-K)Vl )
= - r (KVh + (A5 - K)Vl )K
R43 R-37
Substituting equations A5.6 into equation A5.4 and A5.5, then,
Tx = C R37 Vv(1-K)(Vh - Vl)
(A5.6)
(A5.7)
and To = c r ,7v37 Y V2_ K(Vh - v l )
As C, R37,Vy,VH and VL are all constant, then T will be a constant value:
T CR37VV 
1 "  (VH - VL)









These equations give the times when the output is high and low. Note that each period is 
inversely proportional to the duty cycle K.
The maximum frequency occurs when Tj = T2. K then reduces to.
K = J l _ 12Ti “ 2
(A5.12)
At maximum frequency, the period is:
Tm«  =  T 1 +T 2 (A 5 .1 3 )
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Now substituting equations A5.10 and A5.13, the maximum frequency can be obtained:
F = —  (A5.14)
x  m a x  / H P  v 7
Putting equation A5.9 into equation A5.14 and simplifying yields,
Fx  m a x
q
C R 37
w here G = (Vh - Vl)4Vy
and is a constant.
(A5.15)
Equation A5.15 gives the equation to determine the component values for this 
Asynchronous Delta Sigma Modulator knowing the desired maximum frequency, the 
hysteresis voltage and the high and low output voltage.
2. C onstant C urren t Ripple
A unique feature of this modulator is that the peak to peak current ripple in an inductive 
load is always constant, except when the output of this modulator is at a constant DC 
value. This means that the peak to peak current is independent of the duty cycle K.






Figure 3 Simple Inductor Load

